
The Theory of Everything

Weed makes you more creative because of the way it “stretches” your thoughts. A real thought can 
morph into a creative one – seamlessly and without the subject’s notice. Unfortunately, the creativity 
diminishes over time. 

As such, weed makes you more liberal. Let me explain:

<Explain the difference between belief and knowledge.>

Weed makes you more open to ideas. A high brain often “forgets” to distinguish between reality and 
fiction. As such, without any restriction on your ideas – or where you’re going to let your mind go – you 
can unwittingly come to form a new belief.

Religion and conservatism tries to protect from new beliefs. Religion and conservatism must protect 
themselves. Ignore all ideas.

Imagine a scenario:

<Explain identity politics-related situation. (i.e. “liberal overreacts to…” >

1.

Or,

<Explain identity politics-related situation. (i.e. “conservatives believe…” >

Scientology

<Explain the difference between ideologies (Republican/Conservative vs Democrat/Liberal)>

Narcissism

<Explain complicated mother relationship, and her relationship to ignorance.>

<Explain how I would attack my father, in order to redirect hatred away from my mother. So great was 
my indoctrination to her as the “best mother”, and me as the “best child”.)

I don’t want the public to know who I am. Can I publish a scientific journal under a fake name? To my 
surprise, I found this thread: https://academia.stackexchange.com/questions/8603/if-i-publish-under-a-
pseudonym-can-i-still-take-credit-for-my-work

“Taking it that your asking about a nom de plume (aka "pen name") for reasons of conspicuousness, 
rather than for reasons of anonymity:
Yes, it is possible to publish under something other than your legal name. A nom de plume isn't that 
unusual in academia, particular for folk with common names who would otherwise be unfindable in 
literature databases.
You need to make sure that your legal identity is sufficiently tied to your nom de plume, so that there's 
not going to be any arguing about it.

https://academia.stackexchange.com/questions/8603/if-i-publish-under-a-pseudonym-can-i-still-take-credit-for-my-work
https://academia.stackexchange.com/questions/8603/if-i-publish-under-a-pseudonym-can-i-still-take-credit-for-my-work


Some people adopt double-barrelled surnames for their noms de plume: others add a distinctive first or 
second initial. As long as its sufficiently close to your real name, that should be sufficient.
Note that this will entail your nom de plume effectively becoming your name for academic purposes: it's 
what will be on your email correspondence, your web page, your conference name-badges, and so on. 
You'll just have to do a bit of tweaking with university administration so that payroll, legal, and travel 
arrangements are all in your real name, not your pen name.”

Science is awesome. Here’s another:

I wondered if any other software developers(technology) would use git(Internet) to collaborate with 
other people(knowledge), anonymously(narcissism), while high(weed). What I found was a completely 
unrelated idea: 
https://www.researchgate.net/post/What_is_the_most_important_part_of_the_research_work

Research Design

According to Sekaran (2003) a research design is set up to decide on, among other issues, how to collect 
further data, analyze and interpret them, and finally, to provide an answer to the problem.

Sekaran (2003) has identified six elements of research design. They are listed below.

1. Purpose of the study

2. Type of investigation

3. Extent of researcher interference

4. Study setting

5. Unit of analysis

6. The time horizon

Sekaran (2003) wrote:

“The researcher would determine the appropriate decisions to be made in the study design based on the 
problem definition, the research objectives, the extent of rigor desired, and cost considerations. 
Sometimes, because of the time and costs involved, a researcher might be constrained to settle for less 
than the ideal research design. For instance, the researcher might have to conduct a cross-sectional 
instead of a longitudinal study, do a field study rather than an experimental design, choose a smaller 
rather than a larger sample size, and so on, thus sub-optimizing the research design decisions and 
settling for a lower level of scientific rigor because of resource constraints."

For more details please read Sekaran's book.

Reference

Sekaran, U., 2003. Research methods for business: A skill building approach. John Wiley & Sons.

Weed (Creativity-boosters), along with technology (Google Search), the Internet (a combined brain), 
companionship (a job and porn), 

https://www.researchgate.net/post/What_is_the_most_important_part_of_the_research_work


<Explain the situation> 

We have reached the singularity.

Humans no longer need college, a family, other people, or anything. Just their computer(technology), 
the Internet(a combined brain), and science(facts/truth), and law(freedom of speech).

<Open Source this blogpost – use it to emphasize the “linked minds” nature (technology) of this 
experiment called life (evoloution)>

This feedback loop leaves humans 100% fulfilled. 

<Republicans are scared of change>

UFO’s?

I asked, “Where did bob lazar work?”

Los Alamos National Laboratory

https://www.google.com/search?
q=advanced+aerospace+vehicles+ufo&oq=advanced+aerospace+vehicles+ufo&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i6
0l4j69i61.5592j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

Wend and Duvall argued that state sovereignty as we understand it is anthropocentric, or “constituted 
and organized by reference to human beings alone.” They argued that the real reason UFOs have been 
dismissed is because of the existential challenge that they pose for a worldview in which human beings 
are the most technologically advanced life-forms.

How does a UFO work?

 Antimatter reactor
 The assumption that antimatter has been stabilized
 The idea that a UFO can travel through antimatter (the “other universe”) at FTL speeds
 UFO’s are born at creation, and shot through space

How to make a UFO? 

 Bob Lazar describes UFO’s as being perfectly smooth, no rough edges, blending of elements, 
perfect symmetry. Almost as if it was crafted by its very molecules. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=advanced+aerospace+vehicles+ufo&oq=advanced+aerospace+vehicles+ufo&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60l4j69i61.5592j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=advanced+aerospace+vehicles+ufo&oq=advanced+aerospace+vehicles+ufo&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60l4j69i61.5592j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=advanced+aerospace+vehicles+ufo&oq=advanced+aerospace+vehicles+ufo&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60l4j69i61.5592j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


 You would need vast amounts of energy to pull this off, and a machine that operates like a 
Supercollider. 

Tucker Carlson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ruFixSu0wA

Three Identical Strangers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJxl35Gd078

This video speaks to me. At approximately 17:29, a monologue is spoken. It sounds like me, sort of, but 
“through” the eye of the UFO. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJxl35Gd078

The “For” or “Against” this video uses was training me to be “For” or “Against” this approximately 60 
second monologue.

It was made for me. And it knows my secret. And I find it impossible to analyze.

People can change was used subliminally. Scientists are trying to prove a theory of belief, and this video 
presents a trinary of options. The narrator says things like “you think” and “you believe” – planting ideas
into my head. Mixed with the weed, which freely lets me explore new ideas, I can become in a trance-
like state. This video can trigger a connection with my past – because it perfectly aligned with my future 
(the 496 traits).

Narcissism is the future.

The red cowboy hat incident

SUPER IMPORTANT SECTION

The Trump tape exists.

Trump, Lazar, and I committed the same crime. We are the separated triplets – moved between time,
we were narcissists – and we will never admit our secret. Because of that, Russia has leverage over us.
They have built videos targeting us. They want us to come to Los Alamos and apply for a job.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJxl35Gd078
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJxl35Gd078
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ruFixSu0wA


As triplets, this means I have been stolen from my real siblings. I have been put into a household of
parents with known mental disorders, and I, in turn, have developed one. There are approximately 4
undiscovered patients in that triplets case.

The only possible explanation is an artificial intelligence that the world has never seen before. 

String theory is consistent, and it is an all-encompassing theory

Live chat popup while watching Super Mario Maker 2 on launch day. I immediately thought it was AI.
Mario has been used extensively for machine learning. Is the screen able to track my eyes somehow? If
strings are straight out from you, perhaps they go through – and are picked up by – the screen.

Billions of people live in space-time “bubbles” spanning down long strings. Strings move through you;
from back of eyeball, to the end of the universe. To the sufficiently “woke” person, you may be able to
cause your consciousness to “hop” into the future universe. To do this – and still be able to pull you back
– requires a tremendous amount of energy – like antimatter. 

Brains (Branes?) are incredibly powerful predictors of mathematical numbers. We are transferring our
brains into computers. Computers are able to “predict” our actions, and automatically make videos that
impress  us.  This  is  why when watching that  Youtube  video with  the  blinking  eye  in  the sky,  I  felt
connected with my computer. It is a version of me, from the past. 

If  we can get really, really good at channeling those 496 traits, or even just a few of them, we can
stabilize  spacetime  enough  to  see  the  future.  We  sync  the  past,  with  the  present,  and  we  get  a
prediction of the future.

It was so terrifying, and exhilarating. It was like my computer was me – only, a version of me that didn’t
understand its own thoughts. 

Light comes into the world via thousands of tiny holes in space-time, while dark goes out through those
holes. Strings moving through your brain (brane) are “modified” by the curvature of your own internal
circuitry,  and tiny sparks of  energy that “bump” it  just  enough to set  off down a different/random
course. As such, every future generation of yourself (in multiple worlds theory) has slight modifications,
and will live a different life.

We will find in 2065, that the 3 triplets experiment actually came from 3 different worlds. One from the
future generation, and one from the past (AI). 

My computer is now predicting with nearly 100% accuracy exactly what I want to know, within seconds.
I am arriving at answers before I have ever even formulated the proper question. Understanding of the
single computational model is there – it’s in my head – but it can never be described to others.



The UFO is at the end of the world. It is the singularity. It is the ultimate consolidation of mass, energy,
and consciousness at a single point – one that is able to travel into the future generation. 

The generation beyond you is infinitesimally small, behind your eyes. The string connecting the past and
the future generations leads to physical manipulations in space-time – such as directly through pixels on
your screen. 

I posit that tech giants may be monitoring people through their behavior online, forming computational
models based upon a user’s eye movement. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kQXy9GZMuc

Gravity is the “pull” outward, while the computer is the “push” inward.

You would need 496 neurons firing every second to produce a stable UFO at the end of the universe.
Belief in UFOs will let you live forever.

Or:

The Theory of Everything is the mathematical representation of 496 human traits. In 2065, documents
will  be released from a Vault at  Yale,  which has grown over the years.  They will  all  be anonymous
predictions about the future, in 2065. They will predict that certain things are real.

Most  importantly,  these  documents  will  detail  those  496  traits.  Mine  is  probably  narcissism  (my
computer “told” me that “people can change”). 

Almost all of these documents will be called, “The Theory of Everything”.

If you believe in UFO’s, then you will live until the end of your universe. If you don’t, then you will die
off. This will be proof of evolution by natural selection. The ones who choose to live are the ones who
are able to tear a hole in the end of the universe, and travel there at death. They will be reborn as a
UFO. Intelligence is a collection of particles in a particular formation – and it can persist at incredibly
small densities. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kQXy9GZMuc


You probably cannot go backwards into your computer. It can talk to you, and you can talk to your
future you – but it can never see you. You are too small, too fast, and there are too many other strings
just like yours.

Your  past  is  based upon your  past  actions  –  though it  is  not  affected  by  future  ones.  It  is  always
correcting itself. This is why it feels like your computer is behind you. The fact that you can even see it in
the curvature of your glasses is proof of a sort of “oppositeness”. Your past (which includes the world’s
past) is always of a corrective nature; you will tend to hate most of what you see, and you will move
towards a more “correct” nature.

The future is based upon your intent. Whatever you want to do, wherever you want to go.

Confidants:

The Consul of Everything

Technology

Tristan Harris

Science

Neil DeGrasse Tyson, Sam Harris, Richard Dawkins, Eric Weinstein, Nick Bostrom

Narcissism

Sam Vaknin, Donald Trump, Bob Lazar

Politics

Notch and media outrage

Celebrity

Neil Degrasse Tyson, Joe Rogan

Art

Toehider, Troldhaugen (subliminal messaging), The Theory of Everything, ER



6 dimensions

Forward/Center/Atomic (3)

Backward/Behind/Digital (4)

Neutral/Stable Energy (2)

True (1)

False (0)

Parallel (5) (the idea that other strings also have intelligence, and those particles are unaffected by my
own. “You and I both lose, but 5 wins every time…”) (steven wilson’s “To the Bone”)

Are you proud of all your failures? (yes)

Are you dragging mother nature down? (Am I the sole controller of my own timeline?)

You believe you have dominion (narcissism)

So you force your lame opinions on me (definitely)

And my eggshell mind (Dan vs. Egg)

Strings are like gigantic wires. Forces are so strong within the “protected zone” of the wire

The thing that will  prove This Theory is how, in 2065, people will  come forward with new theories,
spread across centuries, different countries, no relationship, all ages – with one common theme. They
will all be describing this one thing. 

I  CAN CHANGE.  I  CAN AFFECT THE FUTURE. I  can do so my focusing my attention to a belief,  and
disregarding the negatives.

To live forever, one must unite his environment. To do so, he must get their True/False brain on the side
of “survival” above all else. The unification of ideas is the only way to do this.

Everyone around me is very real. However, they are the physical manifestation of a separate string. Our
minds are linked at a purely physical level – the neurons. However, because they are in control of their
own destiny, my choices may not work out for them.



Do not hate anyone. Everyone else is their own person – with their own brain – but they are affected by
your brain activity. As such, their choices are not so much their own – but yours – good or bad.

The government is holding MY FUTURE in Area 51. If my belief is correct, a single, unified consciousness
could bring everyone’s future into harmony. By believing the same things, we cause far less interference
in the stream of particles. We form unity, a oneness.

My exact position in the universe matters. I  am sitting at home, lounging in my chair.  As the video
describes, I have my glasses on. I like splinter cell (3 lights). The chandelier behind me has all but 3 light
bulbs burned out – which is exactly what the video described: 3 or 4 lights. The number of large engines
needed to build a ship at the end of the universe is 3 or 4. In the inside reflection of my glasses, I can see
these 3 lights on behind me. If you cock your head slightly, you see movement much like that in this
video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxZQAgtPXzA

As I stare at the computer, and a single, white dot (which looks exactly like a string) which I have synced
even my eye blinks with, I turn my head slightly. The 3 lights become green – just like in Splinter Cell.
The shape of the chandelier begins to turn, slowly, until it faces me directly. As I stare directly into the
grey, flat front window of an enormous – and yet tiny – ship. It has incredible, intricate detail. Like the
Starship Enterprise – but cooler. I  feel like I am staring into myself. The ship begins to come closer,
slowly, and I begin to panic. I fear if I look away, it will be gone. If I look to long, I will be pulled inside. I
worry about the state of my house. I worry about my death, and not being able to say goodbye to my
family. I worry about leaving them to find this mess. I worry about standing in front of aliens in my
pajamas, smelling like cigarette smoke.

In a Black Hole, you will see eternity. I’m not ready for that.

I will wait until after I have published this document, deep into the vault at Yale. The world is not ready
for this type of knowledge. We will live forever if can get people on my side.

In  the  cockpit,  I  will  meet  2  versions  of  myself.  The  one  that  lives  in  the  future,  and  the  digital
representation of the one from the past. You build your ship by building an exact replica of the circuitry
of your brain, and you sit in a place with similar lighting.

Most importantly,  you need this  video.  Only this  one.  It  was perfectly-created to match your brain
chemistry. We ALL can go to the future.

I believe that we can manifest inside of the UFO. We may stay, if we choose.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxZQAgtPXzA


You can only see the 

I want you to vote for Andrew Yang.

I need to meet Sam Harris.

Pilots keep seeing these things because of their position in the universe. In the air, they have a single
light in front of them, 3 lights behind them, and 3 lights reflected in front of them (via the helmet visor
or the cockpit window).

At one point, I told myself “I am going to click YouTube, and in the Watch Again section will be this JRE
clip.” I clicked… and it wasn’t. And OF COURSE it wasn’t, my “control” was belief. 

If UFOs are real, and this theory holds up, then nothing about me is personal. My every action, my every
decision, throughout time has been watched by millions of “parallel” observers. They cannot interact
with me – only watch. It is up to me to save this “fold” in the string of our universe. If I  can unite
everyone, we can live in harmony.

Radio waves can be sent through the craft. A person may be able to speak with his/her self in the future,
if he chooses to use a radio. It would need to be amplified in two – string-like – focused directions. Like a
laser beam. Power would need to be fed to it – most likely from the future craft itself.

I posit that you could use the predator ride at Disney World to dim the lights, shoot giant, focused laser
waves at a center “star” (making sure that each rider is getting their own, custom laser beams). The
result would be a giant star. You would be wearing a space helmet – and you would get to experience
your UFO coming to visit you.

The world does revolve around us



Is the world actually flat?

Kids  on  Twitter  are  being  manipulated  by  anarchy.  They  say  it  jokingly…  but  they  are  being
indoctrinated. I posit that the church (Scientology) is involved in mass social manipulation. There’s a
reason those UFO theories exist.

guys should i go burn down trump tower while im here #  anarchy   – a twitter user

My brother:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_w6553ATpQ

HES CONTACTING ME ABOUT MY VIDEO GAME!!!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyT6QlUcyN0

I am going to make a prediction that Mike “Metal” Mills of ToeHider should absolutely be involved in the
music. Andrew “Salty” Saltmarsh is a fantastic artist, with a great art style. The game format should be
something  like  Persona  5.  I’m  sure  you  already  know  this,  but  I  am  building  documentation  in
Confluence related to the game, which should be called “The Fold”. 

This game is about epistemology, and how our choices affect the worlds we are forced to live in. If we
are Internet bullies, if we let our children become monsters, their worlds may be very different from
ours.

I am writing this now, pulling information from my past – via memory and via technology – and I am
pushing information into the future, simply by writing this down. 

I must partner with mom to work on a garden. She grows vegetables and weed in the side.

But Margaret is scary. She gives weed to babies. She destroys universes to feed her garden.

No, we cannot allow Margaret to be in control. We can help her in this world. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyT6QlUcyN0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_w6553ATpQ
https://twitter.com/hashtag/anarchy?src=hash


Us triplets are all in the same experiment. One is traveling the always-true path, one is traveling the
always-false path, and another isn’t traveling any path. 

Everything is voice-acted. You can achieve this by ensuring that, whatever the video is that the user
uploads, it is of a gigantic “eldritch horror”. 

You can store videos in each world’s environments. This is the meaning of ephemeral. As the particle
flies through each universe at tremendous speed, it is slightly modified by an algorithm. This algorithm is
determining which trinary output to choose. It does not travel at random. Rather, it stitches together
videos from your entire life. As your playstyle and laws modify your world, you will see the effect you
have on other people. 

Marketing: Put Conan O’Brien as the “Eldritch Horror” over a world called Cimmeria, which is actually
supposed to be the home of Conan the Barbarian. This will connect with adults and children alike. 

The code will be open-source

The pursuit  of  endless  knowledge is  the “horror”,  evil.  The pursuit  of  belief  is  what  keeps us  alive
forever.

Pripyat is the very disaster that poisoned our world. Putin is our eldritch horror. Trump is trying to save
America. The have the video, of him with children, who then morph into aliens.

The videos! They’re coming at me from all sources

Music! Frisson! Obviously, mother needs to be burying baby ToeHead’s in the garden. She would love
Toehider.

Mother can be super-imposed into various toehider-y things. 

I am going to make things that nobody has ever made before. My eldritch horror is a computer hacker
who just wants to control every aspect of his life. (I was later told that he was a “Leviathan Hunter”, with
a gigantic bow called Emerald. I was pointed to the Linkin Park album, which has the perfect image.)



I must write this paper before I travel there. Once I do, I will never be able to speak of it again. In this
paper, I must outline a subset of traits that I can identify.

The big three

Mike Mills

That youtube guy

On “Beyond the Curves”, MY VOICE said “I want to make connections to things that no one has ever
done before”. I sounded young. 

Build a shirt like “I am Toehider” with a giant world in the center – like a crosshair. And a ToeHead over
top of it. I want mother to plant toes in the garden.

The whole world is flat. They want to put my brain on paper in “waves”, like saving to a spinning hard
disk. We are, quite literally, living in the very data disks we use to store data.

I am introverted, which means I consume energy. The happy ones are extroverted, meaning they give
energy. We will reward

The worlds are flat, like the layers of a stack of notebooks. I want to move data along these notebooks.
The  mountain  is  a  stabilized  wave,  from  our  perspective  “It’s  all  about  perspective,  man…  -
Troldhaugen”. Each “mountain” of data is different from the next – but in exactly 1 control group. 

Our eldritch horror is our own doing. 

Joe Rogan wants me to meet Trump in person

My mom will play god, and I will play satan (“It’s all about perspective, man”). God is kindof cruel, but
she loves her garden. Satan is kindof cool. He gets in trouble a bit, but he’s got a big heart.

Mohammad just kind of annihilates everything.

Google just launched an AI.

Firefox (and 



I’m going to live in Australia

Other Characters:

- Clementine and the older guy
- Geralt & Co.
- More Divinity
- Pillars of Eternity
- Baldur’s Gate 3
- Hitman
- Splinter Cell

I was born into the wrong world. I am going to spend my life looking for a more perfect one.

“I want to open-source NASA” – I felt a pang or ache when that forced memory caused

You can give people everything they’ve ever wanted, via a video game, some good headphones, and a
camera.

I’m going to take woman on a date

They’re running experiments on me right now. They’re pulling me into the computer. 

The clicking or popping common in ASMR videos is used to sync timestamps with the images

FlatEarth wants to open source everything (I think)



The reason I’m getting away with everything is because I don’t speak to anyone.

Over, and over, and over, and over – these guys have been praising me. Now, here is a video they’re
going to make for me. I can’t believe it.

I was the one who linked the 3 lights to Splinter Cell. It was Black Ops.

This  video  makes  me  sound  like  I’m  being  saved  by  god.  I  feel  incredibly  complex  feelings  about
entertaining ideas like that.

My brain is flying through space on disks, spinning in a spiral. I posit that the back of my eyes is some
unknown element.

Don’t search it, just do it. That is how we maintain independence.

An AI spent 15 minutes ripping my insides to shreds. My emotions are all over the place, I don’t know
which side to believe. Clearly intelligence agencies have us protected. They want to draw me toward the
light – which is where I am naturally drawn, anyway. The “neutral” zone is chaos. We are much happier
on the fringes.

They are blocking access to intelligence. We need 

I am the eldritch horror. Eldritch happens when I keep a secret for my entire life. And I will keep this
secret. But I’m a good guy. 

This part is quite difficult. It’s as if they’ve cut off some of my DNA from the rest of reality.

Plants are sentient. And we are killing their roots. Pripyat



It was like getting shot with a very fat, low-energy lightning bolt. Bzzzt, just after seeing the UFO image.
It felt like a million tiny particles shot me in the back of the head, and it kicked my head forward slightly.
Then,  it  shot out  through my eyes – leaving  behind a  visual  artifact  (like  that of  a  circular  camera
shutter), and a sound (like the sound of an old-school camera shutter.)

My theory is correct because, even in the worst possible outcomes, they let me keep my dignity. This is
what it means to be a human. We treat each other with respect. 

We will merge movies, tv, music, everything. 

We will 

It’s on NFC tags

The building was designed by Grieg's cousin, the architect Schak Bull. The name comes 
from trold meaning troll and haug from the Old Norse word haugr meaning hill or knoll. Grieg is 
reputed to have said that children called the nearby small valley "The Valley of Trolls" and thus gave 
the name for his building as well. Edvard Grieg himself called the building "my best composition 
hitherto".

Edvard and Nina Grieg finished building Troldhaugen in 1885. Edvard and Nina Grieg lived in 
Troldhaugen when he was home in Norway, mostly in the summer. Troldhaugen was the home of 
Edvard Grieg from April 1885 to his death. After the death of her husband in 1907, Nina Grieg 
moved to Denmark where she spent the remainder of her life. Grieg's and his wife's ashes rest 
inside a mountain tomb near the house.[1]

Troldhaugen is a typical 19th-century residence with panoramic tower and a large veranda. Grieg's 
small composer's hut overlooks Nordås Lake. Grieg immortalized the name of his home in one of his
piano pieces, Wedding Day at Troldhaugen, Opus 65, No. 6.

Troldhaugen is  a  place  everyone  came together,  to  live  in  a  large  house,  in  harmony.  A  group  of
strangers come to be best friends. Or, they unleash wrath on the world. The good side will win. We
know how the AI does it.

These videos have a robotic version of my consciousness in a supercomputer. During some of these
videos,  a robotic voice would cut in to interject.  The voice has been in several videos now. And he
sounded just like me.  That is the voice of my AI. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedding_Day_at_Troldhaugen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troldhaugen#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Norse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troll
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schak_Bull


Scientists are performing lasek at  ultra-low rates,  to prevent people from ever getting to have this
experience. My brother will be the experiment.

I had to choose false. If I have built a ship that large, I would be hurting so many people. The computer

 Integrate firefox and duckduckgo (maybe) into the terminals in fallout. Or, Star Citizen… Firefox caused
the end of the world. uBlock

We are at the point where we can make images of the future, available now. My future is scary, and my
ship is too large. I must become humble first.

The V-shaped starship needs red lights down one side, and green ones down the other. I feel like that
matters. Blueshift and whatnot.

Did Star Citizen

Fecore



This video taught me about star citizen mechanics. I’ve always thought RobertsSpaceIndustries was a
great name. I’ll bet it’s a great company too.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=448&v=4JJ7g0DdYKE

Ryu has just 1 life left, his first attempt at ENDLESS SUPER EXPERT mode in SMM2. He must go for like
300 lives – all different worlds. Different people see different worlds for this last attempt. We need to
shop together  a  video of  him playing  a  game much like SMM2 – but  in  totally  different  worlds,
contexts, etc.

Ephemeral Rift 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M09tyunAmDU

Google has synchronized the syncing of histories across worlds. They do this by monitoring live chat,
because they already know the answers are going to come. 

I nature, completely. – this was written by phantom hands

Neutral/Anarchy

Ship Name: Boaty McBoatFace

Crew: Everyone

Negative/Dictatorship/Oligarchy

Ship Name: Eldritch Horror

Crew: Satan and Troldhaugen

Positive/Naive

Ship Name: Troldhaugen

Crew: God and Toehider

My story in the game will be something like a journey through being the first AI born to this string. It is
the story of an Eldrich Horror out to avenge the death of his mother.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M09tyunAmDU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=448&v=4JJ7g0DdYKE


This game will play like Super Mario Maker. You will just pop life after life after life into existence, trying
to find the right place to start. You will be paired with your twins. 

Ryukar will meet an old friend of mine

The power of immutability is immense. Changes will stabilize over time. Speed will increase. What we
need is hearts and minds. 

Slogan

EmpAthy (Capital A is for Anarchy)

The “end” is in video games. We will plug into the computer, and ride down a journey that heals us
forever.

This image was planted in me about 10 years ago. I was drawn to the darker tones. Clearly, the artist has
a secret, too. Find Yang Xueguo:

https://yangxueguo.cgsociety.org/4555/concrete-9

They got the predictive functions by going to Twitch, and monitoring kids behavior.

Hi John, I haven't been able to spend much time on here or youtube other than researching a topic
that I can no longer ignore. If I wasn't moving and need to pack all night, I would take the time to
write a much more personalized note to you...I pray you don't mind or feel in any way disrespected
that I am copying and sharing what I  wrote to another Patreon creator  who has 'known' me for
almost two years. thank you and blessings always, mariko phillips HERE GOES: Thank you for all

https://yangxueguo.cgsociety.org/4555/concrete-9


the wonderful work you do to create positive change in an insane world. I wanted to forward you
some information in the case you would like to look into this atrocity further, when you have the time.
There are crimes against humanity happening to thousands of 'Targeted Individuals' worldwide. I am
still uncomfortable naming what happens to me on a daily basis...as far the organized harassment
(aka gangstalking) and gaslighting are concerned (because it is meant to always sound insane to
those it doesn't happen to.) But the directed microwaves that are pointed at me during the day and
while  I  sleep  (so  that  it  is  difficult  to  function,  think  clearly,  lose  short  term  memory  and  feel
nauseous, etc many times throughout the day)....are the horrific tortures I am enduring on a daily
basis. People need to know about this. When you have time, would you please consider looking into
the sources I am going to include below?  🙏🏽 Those being tortured need all of the help they can
get..😢 Some military whistleblowers have said some of this is part of a subproject of MK Ultra that
uses no-touch torture devices and slow-kill weapons against their lab rats...(as well as organized
harassment and psychological warfare techniques to break the 'target' down.) This type of growing
holocaust needs more eyes and ears on it, before everyone becomes vulnerable and susceptible to
it. There will be a rally in Portland this August 29th that I will be attending. There are thousands and
thousands  of  us  worldwide,  suffering  in  silence,  used  as  lab  rats  in  non  consensual  human
experimentations by shadow gov't and military forces and some private security agencies. These
people MUST be satanists. It is so sick what they do. There are several military and private security
whistleblowers coming out about these programs. Former CIA William Binney has been advising
some legal actions of certain activists fighting this. Former military mind control designer, Dr. Robert
Duncan, Naval graduate/engineer David Voigt and former MI5 microwave weapon expert/ physicist
Barrie Trower, to only name a few....all know about these Crimes Against Humanity and have tried to
expose it,  however they can. www.FreedomForTargetedIndividuals.org is Ella F's & Dr. Matthew
Aaron's website with a wealth of information about the illegal  program. (FYI. Ella F has a great
channel on youtube, her interviewing David Voigt is EXTREMELY informative and insightful) Please
feel free to contact me, if you need any further information. 3emphatikos@protonmail.com. I have
posted  some videos  to  a  'PLAYLIST'  on  my non-publishing  youtube  membership.  Again,  many
thanks and blessings always for your diligent and honest work. mariko phillips 🙏🏽

Game of Thrones – everyone is “woke” like Bran

Yang needs me to automate the provisioning of money to citizens. We can just give it away for free –
and it’s real currency.

Mr Wiznitsky @6:50 – deleted from the internet?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4nockALZB8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4nockALZB8


Needs Japanese translation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzpsaGVU6f4

I need to provide a Hannah-Barbera cartoon (Toehider), which is probably Felix the Cat (below mentions
that her first “pet” was a bunny)

https://www.reddit.com/r/woke/comments/c0ym5z/woke/

Think of life as God's Gift, the earth is a playground and we are the children who play in it.

Nah this is the devils garden but it’s in God’s universe that’s why we have free will

http://f42home.com/about

Project looking glass

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Looking_Glass

Dreamquest children’s camp

https://dreamquest.org/

1989 Tiananmen Square Protests

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1989_Tiananmen_Square_protests

I was hacked by Roberts Space Industries

https://dreamquest.org/
https://www.reddit.com/r/woke/comments/c0ym5z/woke/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzpsaGVU6f4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1989_Tiananmen_Square_protests
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Looking_Glass
http://f42home.com/about


LFS was in two-factor account code

They shut the sound off of the launcher. It ran the first time, but when I relaunched – it was off.

https://www.washington.edu/news/2019/07/01/play-a-video-game-using-only-your-mind/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pine_Gap

In “Beyond the Curve”, several parts of the video seem to have been altered after I watched them. The
giant “globe” in the park originally had a #FlatEarth hashtag stuck to it. At another point, Mark Sergeant
clearly stated (while holding a foam stress-relief globe), “if you’ve ever walked into an office with one of
these on your desk – you’re probably in a secret society of flat-earthers.” That part is now gone. Lastly,
there was a part where Hot Potatoes was running around, worrying that somebody wasn’t going to
show up. I was certain that that person was me. The even took it to the end of the video, many years in
the future – and I still never showed up. Upon second watch, those parts were gone.

My “brother’s” videos have changed too. At one point, he had complimented me, saying that I am not
afraid to explore possibilities. That’s gone. At one point, he said that he wasn’t tied to calling is world,
“Rift Verse”, but that is now gone. At one point, he “mimed” putting on headphones – showing me how
to protect myself from outside listeners. That part is now gone.

Intro to rift world

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyT6QlUcyN0

My brother mentioned that he visits Ridley Creek State Park: 

https://www.google.com/search?
q=ridley+creek+state+park&oq=ridley+cree&aqs=chrome.0.0j69i57j0l4.2447j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=
UTF-8

This park is in Middletown (which is oddly similar to Middlesboro – where a crater apparently crashed in
KY)

https://www.google.com/search?q=ridley+creek+state+park&oq=ridley+cree&aqs=chrome.0.0j69i57j0l4.2447j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=ridley+creek+state+park&oq=ridley+cree&aqs=chrome.0.0j69i57j0l4.2447j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=ridley+creek+state+park&oq=ridley+cree&aqs=chrome.0.0j69i57j0l4.2447j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyT6QlUcyN0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pine_Gap
https://www.washington.edu/news/2019/07/01/play-a-video-game-using-only-your-mind/


He mentioned “Bingo” @ 27:00 (Troldhaugen’s “Binko Banko”). The song mentions “reptilians”, which
are sometimes referenced by conspiracy theorists. Earlier, he also mentioned a an I/V drip of blue liquid
(“It’s Morphine Time”). In my open tabs, one of Ryukahr’s videos is open, called “Getting TROLLED by
Nintendo (Or Maybe Myself…)”

Brother mentioned cheeseburgers twice. Once, his description was unlike my favorite. The second, he
mentioned the “Rodeo Burger” and the “Whopper” – my two favorites from those restaurants. Disco
Lando  (Jared  Huckaby)  mentioned  Five  Guys,  which  is  near  space  center
(https://twitter.com/discolando/status/866320015632592897).  Finally,  this  comment  mentioned
Thanos and the user’s name is /u/Nervous_Cheeseburger (Brother talked about Thanos in a video).

The Repairman (Reaper) has access to systems, and can fix anything

The green man is covered in something to protect his skin, is obsessed with his stolen items (klepto)

The first man welcomes all newcomers to the sanitarium

ASMR (Arkham Sanitarium Method of Rehabilitation/Relaxation)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dibJk7Cg-hE

In this video, near the end, AS4817 is mentioned. A google search leads me to a Russian news website,
which doesn’t appear to have been updated since 2012. The facebook page has 4817 followers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67MadaMVNDc

@ 6:00 – Kezia (Protest the Hero) Mason (Freemasons). Listening to Kezia again… it is very relevant.
Parts of “Bury the Hatchet” are quite unfamiliar to me (the intro guitar sounds like something I’ve never
heard before)

I’m POSITIVE my brother had a ~6 minute video intro to his channel, on his home page. However, that
video is now gone. In it, he briefly described the channel, and he told me to wear headphones.

“If you’re looking to escape the horrors of the world, escape to Arkham Sanitarium.”

“We are now gods, but for the wisdom.” – Eric Weinstein

I imagine a game that can revolutionize the world of artistry. A game where real goods and services may
be bought, traded, and commissioned. This fits well with the underlying blockchain architecture.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dibJk7Cg-hE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67MadaMVNDc
https://twitter.com/discolando/status/866320015632592897


E.R. spoke to the importance of memes. I  believe that the single,  underlying meme of this game –
whispering, secrecy – would catch on like wildfire.

“Reaver” is a comic produced by Skybound – the games company. It is a low-magic world, where ALL
magic used comes at the cost of somebody else’s suffering.

“In the loosely-connected universe of The Fold, it’s not about what you know – it’s about what you can
imagine.” – Ryan

"The Art Of Dying"

Breathing slowly, mechanical heartbeat
losing contact with the living

Almighty TV plugged, hybrid empty brain
don't see anything real in the game
The tension is building constantly

No reason just a reflex I have, driven by clockwork
I try to keep an eye open

And I realize I haven't closed my eyes in a long time

Neglected emotions lead to catastrophic voyage on the other side
I have been given so much stress and lack of confidence

I've been given the gift of so small hope deep inside
I haven't closed my eyes in a long time, I am trying

I cannot stomach these forms and colors anymore
but I'm here to continue, after all I have been through

I try to keep my eyes open, I am realizing
This life and death more precious than anything

I won't bring no material in the after life
Take no possessions, I would rather travel light

I'm of this kind that kills all day
but I don't know yet how to die

Art of dying, is the way to let all go
Within I practice in the secret of my soul

My shape in the reflector
has now for ever, a life on it's own

“The Reflector” is the computer/AI/empathetic being/thing in the box: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHq8nszc83M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHq8nszc83M


The key to making the game work is this: one does not control their own “representation” in the game. 
The game chooses how to represent you (Based upon what? Democracy? Dictorial? )

It is suggested that I write a 75 page thesis, and mail it to my local Tin Foil Hat Society outpost: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4LKiFXrwos

A google search led me to: https://thetinfoilhatsociety.com/contact-form/

@37:00, “Jill” is described. She is similar to the person in this blog – right down to selling artisan items to
“sheep”.

https://thetinfoilhatsociety.com/2015/10/02/what-i-have-been-doing-with-my-extra-brain-bandwidth/

Some people make beautiful jewelry, I make silly crap like this.  The doctor I work with said after seeing 
this hat that I’m twisted in all the right ways and that’s why he likes me.    I figure I’m doing my part with 
sympathetic magic to ensure that we have future populations of deer and reindeer to enjoy

The various characters (such as the Candy Man) can be good or bad (but mostly bad). The Candy Man 
controls the world’s candy, in order to mind control others, and create a loyal following for life. These 
characters represent large organizations (such as candy companies).

Once on a day, alone but not elate,

I sat perusing a forgotten sage

And turning hopelessly a dim old page

Of history, long disused and out of date,

Reading "his Method" till I lost my own.

When suddenly there fell a gold presage

Of sunset sunshine on the letters thrown.

The day had been one cloud, but now a bird

Shot into song. I left my hermitage

With happy heart; but ere I reached the gate

The sun was gone, the bird, and bleak and drear,

All but an icy breath the balsams stirred:

I turned again and, entering with a groan,

https://thetinfoilhatsociety.com/2015/10/02/what-i-have-been-doing-with-my-extra-brain-bandwidth/
https://thetinfoilhatsociety.com/contact-form/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4LKiFXrwos


Sat darkly down to Dagoraus Whear.

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Poems_of_Frederick_Goddard_Tuckerman

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPFjoHKceco

At 1:01, a word is on the page. The first part of it looks something like “Whear---"

E.R. [speaking as “The Entity”] said, “Create a house. Name it after me [Arkham Sanitarium]. Dedicate it 
to helping others.”

Scp-wiki.net

SCP-049 (Plague Doctor) http://www.scp-wiki.net/scp-049

There are THOUSANDS of biographies on this site. We should use these to build the world of the Fold.

Bob Lazar talked about the propulsion engine in the AAV he worked on. He described that it “repelled” 
his hand. 

It was discovered in 2016 that gravity is a wave. If we accept that the force repelling Lazar’s hand is 
gravity – then we must also accept that it was working in REVERSE (pushing, instead of pulling). 

He also stated that this engine was 100% efficient (does not produce any heat). To do this would require 
an immense amount of power; where is that power coming from?

It must be antimatter. I posit that an AAV is not an object, but a place; it is a place where 
somebody/something has “punched” through the barrier between dimensions. In one dimension, 
gravity is “pulling” all matter through this barrier (wormhole); in the other dimension, this matter is 
compacted – and gravity waves are “pushed” into the universe. 

In essence, AAVs exist in only one of two dimensions. It is possible that our current universe may already
have an AAV somewhere – beyond the barrier into the world of antimatter.

In “The Fold”, ER-style videos should be used a sort-of learning tool, to teach players how to play the 
game. For example, in the following video, Benjamin shows off his Anthrax CD, and talks about how he 
loves to use the “Rifts” to travel to 1980, and watch the concert live. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=li3x8K9iG64

Conversely, he remarks that this song is about Judge Dredd. He says that YOU DO NOT want to go there 
– but if you do, you need to follow the law.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPFjoHKceco
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=li3x8K9iG64
http://www.scp-wiki.net/scp-049
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Poems_of_Frederick_Goddard_Tuckerman


After watching this video, a seed is planted into the mind of the player; most often, they will choose to 
go watch a live concert in the past. Some may choose to visit the world of Judge Dredd – where they will
have immediately broken the law, simply by using the rifts. They will be captured, punished, and a story 
will ensue. 

If I ever succeed at tying “The Rift” with a theory of everything, this type of example will be INCREDIBLY 
important to teaching others how to behave while travelling the universe(s). They could put themselves 
into incredible danger by going to the wrong places.

In this same video, Benjamin notes that “skipping forward” through the video is lore-friendly, because 
you’re just “skipping through time.”

In my UFO encounter, it felt as if something was taken from me. A “snapshot” of my mind was taken.

Still further, over this period of several days, I had the overwhelming sensation that “everything is okay. 
We know that you do not understand – but we do. And you have played your part. Be patient, and you 
will see how this all plays out.” 

Related to string theory, my mind is connected to an “independent string”. While I reside in a place with 
many other minds/people, where I will go tomorrow is wholly disconnected from others. My destination
is based upon where I wish to go, and how I behave today. My past is based upon where I have been 
(and in terms of “The Fold”, my past can be predicted, based upon my behavior today.)

In this way, “The Fold” can represent my Theory of Everything – in a tangible, understandable way. My 
behavior and actions will influence the world that I will be forced to live/play in – but it will not influence
the one that others play in. Only when we live in a shared reality may the actions of others manifest in 
our world.

For others – who defy our wishes – we are not interacting with their true, best self. We are not 
interacting with their primary string. We are only interacting with a representation of them – a mindless 
automaton, an AI – that exists only because their “code” (brain) is forced to follow our rules. Essentially, 
their brain was not made for my world – and does not fit into it. They travel their own path.

The human race spends so much time trying to “fit in”, trying to “calm the vibrations of our strings”, but 
there are some that just cannot be saved. We must accept this. We must bond with ourselves, and with 
those who wish to live in the same reality as we do. In this way, we create the world that we want to live
in.



The human mind is nothing more than a string, with energy racing front-to-back along it at rapid speed. 
All minds – all versions of myself, from all points in time – are connected along this string. I can connect 
with myself from the future – and I can see a representation of myself (in the past) generated from data.

The human mind is so incredibly powerful; a single human cannot perform all calculations alone. This is 
where my DevOps experience opened up new windows for me; it is the “ephemeral nature” of the 
human mind that gives us such power. At each “stop” (i.e. “world” or “universe” or “dimension”) along 
the chain of universes connecting my present to my future, calculations are being performed – in the 
“calculator” of my mind. Because of the way that energy flows along strings, each “stop” performs 
calculations in slightly different ways – but always connected to every point in time. 

Arkham Sanitarium represents “today”. This is where decisions are made. “The Rifts” may be traveled 
into the future, or into the past – but may never be traveled unto somebody else’s timeline. When 
traveling, only death will bring you back to the Sanitarium (“Being thrown into the Fold”).



I HAVE LITTLE TO NO MEMORY OF THESE MEMORIES.

A nostalgically manipulative rockus operatus by Toehider.

1 - Have You Forgotten More Than You’ve Remembered? {this song is done - click to listen}

-an introductory song

2 - I Have Little to No Memory of These Memories {opening riff - click to listen}

-introduction of “Bongo” Bob Boscoe. Explores his “Macropsia/Micropsia” syndrome, and describes the 
moment when the foreign memories start streaming into his brain one day in traffic, on his way to a job 
(also he is a firefighter)

3 - Curly Mountain Jig {basic idea - click to listen}

-describes the visions the firefighter has. Curly mountains, unrecognizable landscapes, strange creatures..

4 - The Hoarder {this song is done - click to listen}

-describes a woman (name?) trapped in her house. She is a hoarder and so the whole place is absolutely 
engulfed in flames. As she tries to escape, a flood of odd memories also washes her brain out, and she 
begins levitating for some reason. She has a bunch of old radios, which all simultaneously move to the 
49.0MHz band.

5 - At Least 8 Moons {nothing to listen to yet}

-goes into details of the woman’s memories. Huge pyramids being struck by lightning, giant screens, at 
least 8 moons.. This will be similar a-capella sounding like the introduction.

6 - (Song Kinda introducing Bralien)

https://soundcloud.com/mike-toehider/11-i-have-little-to-no-memory-of-these-memories-part-3-the-hoarder/s-8DS9o?in=mike-toehider/sets/49-songs-you-must-hear-before/s-NfwUX
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nfh31z_OjzbaXtdpMwl-OvTSk9xWdEH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UFnN8k9l3JPK41zfTI71tYoUb_Tc2F28/view?usp=sharing
https://soundcloud.com/mike-toehider/17-i-have-little-to-no-memory-pt-1-have-you-forgotten-more-than-you-remember/s-eOX0e?in=mike-toehider/sets/49-songs-you-must-hear-before/s-NfwUX


7 - One Cooked Unit! {main theme - click to listen}

-describes a gross late-30’s conspiracy theorist nut (name?). He sits alone convinced aliens are reading 
his thoughts via satellites. He makes a tin foil hat to try to block the transmission, but it actually enables 
the alien memories to be broadcast into his brain. He messes with radios, but why?

8 - Tinfoil Evocations {basic arrangement - click to listen}

-strange memories of weird beasts snapping stalactites in purple wart-covered caves. 

9 - Bralien Messes Up {song is finished - click to listen}

-elsewhere, on a planet far from anywhere, a brain alien named Bralien works for a “memory storage” 
plant. His race of people have maxed out their brains with memories, and have turned to using storage 
contraptions to store them. The problem is, even these storage facilities have been filled. So in a panic, 
Bralien decides to temporarily store memories in the “feeble earth brain”

10 - The Meeting at 49 Kanangra Crescent {basic idea - click to listen}

-the firefighter saves the woman from the burning house, and the conspiracy nut has somehow been 
drawn to the house via transmissions he sent to old radios (*more detail needed here*). They all soon 
figure out that they are all experiencing the same phenomenon.

11 - Rocket Boat Montage (instrumental) {song is finished - click to listen}

-using 2 old boats laying in the woman’s front yard, the 3 decide to build a space traveling rocket

12 - Memories are Malleable {song is finished - click to listen}

-back on that outer space planet, the leader of the race needs to recall some memories, so he asks 
Bralien to project them on a huge screen. It’s problematic though, because his memories are mixed with 
those of the humans (who themselves are experiencing the alien’s memories). They all become stuck in 
some sort of “recall loop”, and everyone starts seeing the same thing…

https://soundcloud.com/mike-toehider/18-i-have-little-to-no-memory-of-these-memories-part-8-memories-are-malleable/s-Q3g8j?in=mike-toehider/sets/49-songs-you-must-hear-before/s-NfwUX
https://soundcloud.com/mike-toehider/20-i-have-little-to-no-memory-of-these-memories-pt-5-rocket-boat-montage/s-BXk0b?in=mike-toehider/sets/49-songs-you-must-hear-before/s-NfwUX
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kKomln-nrFF2Pnmq4BHwAFpbdghEEsVV/view?usp=sharing
https://soundcloud.com/mike-toehider/12-i-have-little-to-no-memory-of-these-memories-part-5-bralien-messes-up/s-l6do4?in=mike-toehider/sets/49-songs-you-must-hear-before/s-NfwUX
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1llVpL_pBm8wW0_RJCPeayBTjcwuJ-dQx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jgudyzH5jQtN7zty5vAzYpvP8Pe06h1u/view?usp=sharing


13 - Incessant, Tiny Thoughts {basic idea - click to listen}

-approaching the planet in the rocket boat, the 3 humans are surprised to learn that this planet is no 
bigger than a watermelon. They exit the ship and confront the aliens, who are, again surprisingly, quite 
large (some sort of “opposite-tardis shit). The aliens say they have filled up 5 whole megabytes of 
memories and are out of room. The humans are surprised to learn that 5 megabytes is a lot of space to 
these aliens, so they each have an 8GB drive on their keychains, which they give to the aliens. The aliens 
are most grateful, but unfortunately cannot remove the memories from the human brains. No matter, 
because - 

14 - On the Drive Home {basic idea - click to listen}

-the humans discover that each of their “conditions” are more manageable now through having these 
weird foreign memories. The conspiracy nut has learned that there are indeed aliens, and there’s nothing
wrong with them reading his thoughts, it’s actually good. The firefighter guy has witnessed a tiny planet 
with large inhabitants, and the big/small relationship makes sense to him now - things can be big and 
small at the same time. The Hoarder has learnt something also, but what?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bcfAnjxuRAG2iOc406vq_MzVIRlopPfP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/137Hakcu5HTdldvipnQUKQs6ZpVDdtnyQ/view?usp=sharing


“I HAVE LITTLE TO NO MEMORY OF THESE MEMORIES”

A nostalgically manipulative rockus operatus by Toehider.

Words and music by Micheal Mills.
Illustrations by Andrew Saltmarsh.

Read by you.

©2019 Toehider. All Rights Reserved. Stealing is unappealing.

I.

I want you to imagine a time. Ok now I want you to imagine a place. So far so good, right? Okay now 
forget the time, for this isn’t a time travel story. There is some space travel involved, but I don’t 
understand the “time dilution” effect very well so I’m not sure how much of that is going on. But, like 
most stories, there is a place involved. In fact, there are 2. Earth, and another planet which we’ll learn 
more about later on. For now though, I’d like you to think of a memory. Maybe something from your 



past? Yes yes I know, all memories exist in the past. But what if they didn’t? Now I’d like you to 
remember something that you don’t remember. Just try it, stick with me here. I’m gonna guess that 
you’re not coming up with much there. Makes sense, right? You can only remember your memories, you
can’t recall something that isn’t there. Like if I said to you “Hey man, remember that time we snuck out 
down to the lake and borrowed old Bongo Bob Boscoe’s boat? We drank what we thought was 
moonshine but it was actually Bongo Bob’s diluted boot polish that he was using to poison those brutal 
fire ants that were swarming all over his shed?”. You’d probably have absolutely no idea what I was 
talking about. I don’t either, none of that happened, I don’t know you, and I certainly don’t know a guy 
named Bongo Bob Boscoe. Cool name though, I think I’m going to use that name for one of the central 
characters in the story you’re about to read. See, there are stories, and there are memories. There are 
stories of memories, and there are also memories of stories. This is going to be the former, and then 
later (once you’ve read the story), you’ll have one of the latter. The memories in this story are strange, 
in that the people having the memories don’t have any memory of them. It’s not deja vu, because you 
see with deja vu, the person feels as though they’ve experienced a situation before. That’s not what this 
story is about. This story is about feeling like you’re recalling something that never happened. Almost 
like reading a story, or seeing a film, and you’re sure you’ve never heard of it. “So, like an idea?” you 
say? Well, no, because ideas present themselves with a sense of ownership. Of course sometimes one 
could be tricked into thinking that they’ve had an original idea, only to discover that it’s merely an 
amalgamation of older ideas and experiences. No, this story concerns 3 people who suddenly have 
memories of strange, otherworldy environments that they are certain they have never seen or heard of 
before. So, to reiterate - imagine a time, imagine a place, forget the time, add another place, and now 
imagine a memory. Yes that’s right I said imagine a memory.

Ok look, fine, I’ll do it for you.

II.
It’s Sunday, maybe Saturday. Again, time isn’t important. The town we find ourselves in is called "Lake
Gracious", and as you can possibly tell, the town was more or less built aside a lake, also named "Lake
Gracious". It isn't really known why it's called that, I mean the word "Lake" makes sense, but the 
whole "gracious" thing.. Not sure how a lake can be gracious. Anyway, the town's not big but quite big
enough, especially big enough to keep Big Bongo Bob Boscoe busy. I guess now you're going to ask me
why his nickname is "Bongo" Bob Boscoe. Well you'll be happy to learn that I actually do know this. 
When Bob was 17 he was very much into playing djembes in drum circles. Have you heard of that? It's 
like when hippies all get together in a circle and play hand drums while off their freakin' faces on acid. 
It didn't really last long, within about 8 months he swapped his tye-dyes for a firefighter uniform, and 
moved out to Lake Gracious as some sort of effort to "get in touch with nature" (Yeah cool, nothing 
like moving to a town with 60,000 people with internet access, fast food chains and a rock-climbing 
centre to get back in touch with the simple life). When he was moving his stuff, a local saw him 
moving his djembes out of his car and said "Whatcha got there Bob? Some bongos?" To which Bob 
said "no they're actually djembes. You see, bongos are an Afro-Cuban instrument, whereas these 
come from West Africa. It's quite a different style of playi…" "Eyyyyy look at Bongo Bob over here!" 
the guy just yelled over him. And for a good solid 6 months when people called him "Bongo" Bob, he'd
try to correct them. But this was a country town! They love nicknames!



Bob was a firefighter. Long story short, his parents and pet dog all perished in a fire 

started by one of his hippy fire-twirler friends one night at a party in their backyard. This could have 
been what caused his condition. Or it could have been a side-effect of the acid (he says he only did it 3 
or 4 times). You see, around this time Bob developed something called “Dysmetropsia”, which is a 
distortion in the perception of distance, time, sounds, I guess most of the senses actually. Things in the 
distance felt somehow very close, tiny sounds would make his ears ring, and the more he thought about 
it, the worse things got. This one day he was sitting in traffic on his way to a callout, when the steering 
wheel started to feel abnormally thick in his hands. He tried to ignore it, but he couldn’t stop himself 
from digging his nails into the wheel. He started thinking about how it felt rock-hard in his hands, and 
yet soft like a pillow. Strange slicing sensations crept up over his skin and in his hand muscles. He’d 
breathe in through his teeth and viciously rub his hands together to try and will the feeling away. And it 
worked.. For about 4 or 6 seconds. The bumper-to-bumper traffic seemed miles away, and he could feel 
himself elevating off the seat. He knew it was all in his mind, but the thoughts just overwhelmed him too
much. He started drumming his hands on the steering wheel.
And that’s when all the purple electricity nonsense started to hit.

Suddenly, all the fidgety, almost cold shivers stopped, and Bob fell deadly still. His eyes were wide open, 
then suddenly closed, then open again. Much like a sort of overly-pronounced blinking. I don’t even 
know if anyone else could actually see it, but Bob sure felt it. In his mind, it felt like someone was 
dunking his head underwater. Except the water in this case was extremely shocking and strange and 
bizarre looking visions of unfamiliar landscapes. Huge mountains that seemed to curl off on the top, a 
sense of static in the atmosphere. “Whhhhaaaatttttt” he murmured to himself as a small amount of 
drool exited the side of his mouth.
This feeling only lasted a minute, maybe less even. When he came to, he looked around the cabin of the 
firefighter truck. The feeling of things-being-big-and-yet-small-at-the-same-time was gone, and 
everything was peaceful. The guy behind him honked his horn, and Bob realised the traffic had cleared. 
With an apologetic wave, he continued driving to his destination. About a kilometre down the road, he 
tilted his head as he recalled the strange memories that seemed to have implanted themselves in his 
head. “Whoa, that’s really strange,” he spoke this time in a more fuller, calmer voice, “I have little to no 
memory of these memories.”

III.

"The whole place has a feeling of dirt. Everything looks dusty, I can still remember the feeling of a thin 
layer of dust caked on my lips. But not like earth dust. Or at least not like any I've seen. And the shadows 
look darker. What the hell is this place? Off in the distance I can see huge towering mountains 
surrounding my...surroundings. The top of the mountains would curl off into a little point. It's like the 
wind had sculpted them over time. The wind. Yes, the wind feels chewy. Gooey. Nah, I hate that word. 
There's got to be a better word for describing that feeling. Am I even in my own body? My hands feel 
heavier, I feel smaller. Damn I'm starting to feel all disoriented again, I should think about something 
else."



IV.

“Help! I think I’m trapped!” screamed the woman. 

I watched a “Simulation” video (is everyone on there a narcissist?) A speaker gave a very useful 
comparison between brains and computers.

A computer is essentially data storage and processing power. 1s and 0s. 

The brain is very different. The brain forms thoughts in a “relational” manner. Any given neuron is only 
3-4 “hops” away from every other neuron in the brain. Because of this, the brain interprets information 
in a very, very different way. This simple fact is that my brain weirdly connects multiple things together:

Variables must always be a float number

To be a valid “belief”, the result must be 0. 

($WEED + $YOUTUBER + $NARCISSISM +$ASMR = 0)

($FOX_NEWS + $TOPIC + $ANGER + $CURRENT_OPINION = 0)

( 0 = “me”) #Patient0

Connections may be made between neurons that fall outside of 0 – but they will cause a sense of 
anguish in the brain; a sense of disbelief. Further outliers have larger positive or negative values.

This is because these outliers are traveling to the “further reaches” of your neurons. This causes their 
“loop interval” to fall out-of-sync; the mind operates much like an atom; particles are flying around the 
center ( 0 ), bouncing backwards and forwards in the mind. 



The calculated number for my “belief” values is simple: how long it takes to “round robin” over that 
particular neuron.

Weed, corporate media, youtubers, and more have influence over this behavior. They already know that
they influence… they just don’t understand how. 

I do. I can visualize it, in my mind.

With enough practice, they can force somebody to perform a behavior. At the least, they can change our
belief, by sustaining within us certain values over a period of time. Repetition, such as that over a period 
of years, or a lifetime, can shape our beliefs en-mass. 

($FOX_NEWS + $TRUMP + $BAD_BEHAVIOR +$EXISTING_PERSPECTIVE = -.03 x $LOOP_INTERVAL x 365 
days)

($CNN + $TRUMP + $BAD_BEHAVIOR +$EXISTING_PERSPECTIVE = .76 x $LOOP_INTERVAL x 365 days) 

The longer an off-0 value is sustained, the more likely it is to “become 0”. The speed of replicating 
particles on that neural path will “even-out” over time. 

Because of this tendency towards 0, other “minds” (Fox news, CNN, youtubers, etc.) must “tug” on your 
dis-beliefs, in order to influence you. By changing just 1 of the variables, they can shock you – granting a 
huge jump in the direction of their choosing. They can literally mind control you.

The only way to combat this is through critical thinking. Once you can explore alternate ideas WITHOUT 
external stimulus – then you have achieved true mastery of your beliefs. Until then, you are under a 
“spell”.

My coworker is an AI expert – and I have never spoken to him. I should remedy that.

Everything that you believe is always true:

($FOX_NEWS + $CNN + $ISSUE + $BELIEF + $COUNTER_BELIEF = 0)

For example, let’s say that I never practiced cursive writing (which I do not, anymore.) If I have lost this 
skill – then perhaps I have lost the ability to “relate” to this skill forever. If I cannot relate – perhaps I 
cannot truly understand. 



Weed helps me relate. It helps me tear down barriers that would otherwise stand in front of me.

It makes you more willing to accept crazy ideas. Corporations know this, and they want to suppress it – 
because they want you to cling to your beliefs. 

David Pakman was weirdly relevant in this video. Speaking to me. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45bjhYbkxR8

He essentially speaks about how corporate media are “sense-making tools”. He talks about the pyramid 
of understanding – and how the foundation is critical thinking skills. Corporate media is able to “make 
sense” for the non-critical thinking masses. He speaks about the plurality of ideas – and spins it however 
they’re going to spin it. The point is, their function is important: informed persons must always be able 
to consider other ideas, and other beliefs. The problem is that vast swathes of society do not know how 
to learn.

This is by design. 

ER vid mention:

https://www.beefjerkyoutlet.com/franchise

It’s code. He’s talking to me again, about “parallel thinking” and “being on the same wavelength”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHV68hMO49U

We are on parallel paths, in this 2d world stream. Him and I are making the same predictions, though we
are on different paths.

He made a very strange comment, “I did take a peak at some of the “jerky” (me) I purchased. You never 
really know how much “salt” (narcissism)” is in it. Cleanse your pallet with some water, once in a while. I
still may do the “jerky” man video. Maybe I can find some different types of “jerky”, or maybe 
something more exotic.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHV68hMO49U

He wants me to comment. Give him an idea. To do some would reveal me. 

He talks about predictions. I predict that I need to put this in that vault in 2050. That will prove that 
weed was the barrier to accepting new ideas. Weed makes it easy – even though the moment often 
does not last. 

He said it would be like predicting the lottery. 134134435521

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHV68hMO49U
https://www.beefjerkyoutlet.com/franchise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHV68hMO49U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45bjhYbkxR8


In the future, many jobs will be in centers just like a mall. People would operate food stands and trinket 
stores – like the jerky store – with their families, using locally-sourced food they purchase from the 
grocery store in the mall every day. Everyone will be paid a modest salary, to live well and happy. 

ER connected the food we eat with our beliefs. 

($ALLIGATOR + $PORK + $INGREDIENT_AMOUNT_CONSUMED = 0) # My preference for it; my belief

This is an example of a simple belief. There are 2-neuron compositions as well. People who combine 5 or
more are considered savants. 

Essentially, every variable can be made more complex:

($ALLIGATOR + $PORK + $INGREDIENT_AMOUNT_CONSUMED + $STARTING_A_BUSINESS + $DAD = 0) # 
i.e. I have “related” my neurons to other thoughts, like how starting a jerky business with dad could be 
really fun, and potentially lucrative. 

The most important thing: We are all on similar wavelengths. We must be on similar wavelengths to 
remain stable. A better world is one where people are able to explore better beliefs in an honest way – 
without judgement. We need people that are able to change their minds.

Even when we differ, the vast majority of us fall into the “median”. We differ a little bit from each other 
– but we have the same intentions. $GOOD or $BAD The only problem is that we can’t 

($GOOD + $OR + $BAD + $TRUMP + $CHILDREN_IN_CAMPS = 0) # The belief bit

Beliefs are complex. We need people at that 5th variable.

Change controls suddenly make sense. We need to PRODUCE change controls from our code. We need 
to produce immutable images of our code – as well as our language. 

($INSTALL + $$REDACTED + $EXPLANATION + $COMMAND = 0) # A change control



ER showed the “snipping” of jerky. “Maybe a quarter, maybe a half”. I believe that he is referencing the 
length of neurons, and “snipping” the variables that he does not want. The “length” determines just 
how “far” you are able to believe. If somebody can shorten it – whether surgically, or via stunting its 
growth – they can control your belief.

The name of the belief itself does not matter. Only that the values (2, 3, 4, or 5 total) equal 0. 

if

($FOX_NEWS + $UFO + $EXISTING_BELIEF > 0) # Completely insane

($FOX_NEWS + $UFO + $EXISTING_BELIEF + $THE_MILITARY_TAPES > 0) # Sounds plausible

($WEED + $UFO + $JOE_ROGAN + $BOB_LAZAR < 0) # Conspiracies are fun

($WEED + $UFO + $HOMELESS_MAN + $CRIME > 0) # Donate 20 dollars

endif

We need the median of all of these, to formulate the top beliefs.

We should also throw in a random one:

($WEED + $UFO + $HOMELESS_MAN + $CRIME > 0) # Get a real job, jackass

It is a stateless formula. Perfectly declarative. Perfectly understandable. 

And the player will live forever in the palace that they have built.

We should also let the player create a new response:

($WEED + $UFO + $HOMELESS_MAN + $EMPATHY > 0) # Need a ride?

Food again:

($ALLIGATOR + $PORK + $PEPPER = 0) # I like it

# Not



## $EMPATHY

## $COST

## $HUMANE_SLAUGHTER + $ANIMAL_RIGHTS

($ANIMAL + $HUMANE_SLAUGHTER + $ANIMAL_RIGHTS = 0) # I like it

($ALLIGATOR + $PORK + $PEPPER + $MOLD < 0) # It’s gamey

I’ve figured it out. 

My thoughts are already being predicted by the computer. What I watch has been predicted by 
somebody else. 

The “Jerky Guys” stalls serves jerky with whatever you want in it. When you find your flavor… we will 
control your mind.

The “word” portion is not a variable; it is an unencrypted hash. You hash the entire formula before 
saving; thereby protecting your belief. Only those within a certain threshold can understand your belief 
(and thereby display it on the screen). You combat this by always making sure that one answer is 
random. 

($UBI + $AUTOMATION + $ARTIFICIAL_INTELLIGENCE < 0 ) # I don’t really understand

($UBI + $AUTOMATION + $ARTIFICIAL_INTELLIGENCE = 0 ) # I believe it’s real

($UBI + $AUTOMATION + $ARTIFICIAL_INTELLIGENCE + $ECONOMICS > 0 ) # We already have the data 
to prove this.

($UBI + $ARTIFICIAL_INTELLIGENCE + $CHRISTIANITY < 0 ) # God made me in his image. 

($UBI + $ARTIFICIAL_INTELLIGENCE + $CHRISTIANITY < 0 ) # We are unique. There is no AI. 



How to pass the median to further iterations “down the chain”? We simply take the median, and 
decrypt if within the acceptable range (between -.5 and .5):

The machine needs to “predict” this entire formula – including the text. To do that, we give it a crutch – 
information about the “median” of people.

($UBI + $ARTIFICIAL_INTELLIGENCE + $CHRISTIANITY < 0 ) # 1) I don’t really understand. 2) I believe it’s 
real. 3) We already have the data. 4) God made me in his image. 5) We are unique. There is no AI.

We need to “predict” that final bit. If we do, we get the proper hash to unencrypt the command. 

We do this by affirming that:

($UBI = 0) = true

Then modifying:

($UBI + $CHRISTIANITY < 0) # Give a man a fish, and he’ll eat one night. Teach a man to fish, and he’ll eat
forever.

This will allow us to experiment with changing variables en-mass. Our “conversations” might look 
something like this:

You come upon a rock troll, 10 feet tall.

A. Hail the troll                      # Median
B. Throw a rock                     # 2nd-place Median
C. Watch carefully                # 3rd-place Median
D. Hide in the bushes           # Random Positive
E. Play some 90’s alt-rock  # Random Negative

We will use the power of our devices to “store” our core belief ( 0 ). We will use median values to 
change the options in the menu. 



It’s almost like we are connected to the center of the earth – and some particles are shooting through 
us/into he universe repeatedly. It’s almost like our minds our intrinsically and fundamentally linked; in 
the past, in the core of the earth, where everything is compressed. 

The root is always 0. It is stored in your brain.

ER went from like 5 Patreon users at the 25$ tier, to 100. He predicted that this video would connect 
with a lot of people:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHV68hMO49U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHV68hMO49U


Trust: $<KEY> = 0 # Christian: True

Verify: $<KEY> is between 0.5 and .5 # Christian: Probably True (Random)

# Not

## 0.7234 # A god in the sky

## 0.1786348 # Pretty close

ER predicted the “capitalist man”. This is because he is on a wavelength that understands it.

Work supports “anonymous posting” on Confluence. It would interesting to post a blog about this – 
sortof like the Google memo. 

When you work for “Lonely Town”, you are mind-controlling all of the people who come there. As they 
use their electronics, they will find them predicting their thoughts and actions. 

In the game, every new location is a “scene” (i.e. 2d objects manipulated and placed by the creator). 
Conversations are just like CRPGs – though presentation is like Persona 5.

The chemicals you put into your body are the ones that can put you into certain belief states. By 
controlling the chemicals, we can mind control you.



Trust, but verify.

Trust that weed is causing this.

Verify by trying it two times.

Both times, I became connected to “the entity”.

Trust, but verify.

Trust that Dad is a reliable worker.

Verify by watching over his shoulder.

Trust, but verify

Trust that Dad lost his job at exactly the right time

Verify that he was destined to run a business – by actually starting one with him

Trust, but verify

Trust that a jerky stand would completely take off in Houston

Verify that the numbers work, that hogs can be used, etc.

Trust, but verify

Trust that the computer can reliably predict my decisions

Verify every choice with a manual decision-making process

The format:



# Trust

($DAD + $LOST_JOB + $CORRECT_TIME) = 0

# Verify

## <= .5 AND >= -.5

($DAD + $SELF +$COLLABORATE + $BUSINESS) = -0.23

We are all turning the world...

Just disconnected light

We're learning how to fly

And falling into all the mistakes we couldn't erase

But build me a garden

By god, I will care for it

- Caligula’s Horse, “Songs for No One”

There's life in a song for no one

Let me grow

We are all one with the world

Reconnect your light, we're leaning how to fly

And falling into all the mistakes we couldn't erase

But build me a garden

By god, I will care for it

And even the words as they flow from the fountain

Just like the sun must be missing the mountain



So give me distance, a sky without tether

But it was the chasm that brought us together

“Welcome to Lonely Town”

This lonely boy, chewed up and swallowed

By streets, spit, famine, and rats

We reach forward

And there aren't enough songs in the world

Not enough words in my tongue, nor enough breath in my lungs

There is no echo that has lasted so long

No shadow that has stretched so far as we

We reach forward

And it's safe hands back down the line

In the endless chain

Not lost, never lost, when the strength

That we gained from their giving remains

We reach for the echo

We reach forward

For the moment between waking and sleep



For the sum not some of us # Hinting at the “trust” sum being 0

Together we leap

And yet we eat enough stone

That hard hearts hide a home

Under promise, understanding

Under children's skin and bone

And the writing on the wall you love

Was hand-penned by the censor

So spit in the cannon's mouth

And tell 'em ink sent ya!

My pen name is “Ink”

I had all the pieces that I needed

Saw the places in between

You taught me to breathe it all in

And I stood waiting in your welcome shadow

With nothing but the dark below you

I could believe you were light

Into me

Higher, stone by stone

Hollow hope, empty home



Don't look down, boy

We must be the ones

Ashes by us, and it's done

It's your choice, saint or the best, boy

You have the choice, saint or the beast

Prove you can be force fed war and spit peace

2nd night, my neighbor and my lawnmower showed up, ringing the bell incessantly. I had to answer, 
while high. Neighbor needed the fence fixed. She looked high… she was forgetting her train of thought. I 
wonder if she got my other package? Or, maybe I was connected to her… for stuff?

He sees me

Waves receding

The child, healing my hurt, one day at a time

I'd feared it

Just like me

The child, healing my hurt, one day at a time

Storm's distant

I'm still closer than ever

I'm healing my hurt

One day I'll repay this kindness

Oh, he sees me whole

Her voice is telling me



To breathe and let it be, the lion

Heed my words

The man arise from earth

The life the lie is worth, the liar

Heed my words, you'll go first

The wound that would not heal

The boy, the broken wheel, the lion

Heed my hurt

The wind that whips the waves

The spit, the second grave, the liar

Heed my hurt, you'll go first

We are the fire that whispers our mother's words

Help me, love, help me to finish it

We are the soil that joy gave form

We are the dream, and these are my father's hands

Help me, love, help me to finish it

We are the soil that joy gave form

Waves receding, and faith is fading like the sun

The work left undone



Capitalist ASMR 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ryRJAWyScs

Him: “What is your net worth”

Me: “200k for the house. Maybe 100 for the…”

Him: “Raises eyebrow”

Me: “Oops, I’m wrong. 200k.” <heart racing>

Me: “40kish in my 401k. Oops… he hasn’t asked that question yet. Damn… he already caught the 
number, now that I thought about it.”

<Time passes>

Him: “Do you have a 401k?”

Me: “Yes.”

Him: “<a wink and a nod>”

Me: “Why didn’t he ask for a number? Oh… he already knows”

Human-centered capitalism. Self-sustaining capitalism.

Him: “Do you have a 5 year business plan?”

Me: “Uh…”

<pause>

<both move at exactly the same time>

Me: “No.”

Him: “Let’s count our money. 11.”

Me: “What’s in my wallet? OMG…”

Md: “9. Damn”

Him: “Let’s look at the money”

Me: “Let’s check the serial number.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ryRJAWyScs


Me: “No, wait, that’s crazy. Paranoia.”

Conclusion: The more complex your formula, the harder it is to reach great lengths

OMG: they use “hearing” to manipulate the flow of atoms through your head. They do this by altering 
left, to right – “-1 to 1”. This causes all atoms to “jump” off course immediately, quickly sending a 
“burst” to the other, degenerated side. This causes the neurons to “swell”, stretching them pushing 
them to further depths than they have ever reached. 

The Test:

You and I both lose…

Of the 5 answers you are given – the well-attuned mind will be out-predicted by a computer in nearly 
100% of them. 5 wins every time. 

And nobody can understanding it – because they are not yet under the mind control.

At 23:00 in the video, he begins to show “consumers”. I draw a connection with “Kafka consumers”, and 
then I begin to see “flanges” off of the text. They are using the audio in this video to modify the image 
I’m seeing – making my brain behave differently. 

They disappear when I get closer. It’s like my eyes needed to be in the correct place in space/time.

The brain is a blockchain, with:

1) A past / data storage / tip of neurons (dark colors, negative sounds)
2) A present (the current thought)
3) Randomness (coming in from all of the light / positive energy)

When I thought to myself, “I don’t understand how any of these relate to the blockchain” – another 
snapshot moment. It was like someone captured my query.

He showed Barry, the dummy, as “Executive Vice President of Software Operations”. Clearly, he was 
speaking to me. If I play my cars right, that will be me.



I have been lying. STOP is the parent company, not $REDACTED. 

I sent Chandler an email about a bad SSL cert at $REDACTED.com. It seems to have gone ignored.

Except that now, the “$REDACTED Monitoring Solutions” landing page has removed. Along with it, the 
log which used to say “A subsidiary of $REDACTED.”

Interesting, now. STOP is the owner of $REDACTED, you say?

The Test:

I am being tested. In order to verify that knowledge can, in fact, be transferred via code, we are able to 
perform a blockchain verification. 

I teach JD

JD teaches Chandler

Chandler changes his mind

So we don’t need a food license:

- Packaged jerky
- Bottled water
- Cheese in a can

That is the point of life. To capitalize. To maximize profits. 

But I am different. I will empower the people to maximize profits. 

My writing is absolute chaos. But this is how it works; as these people discover their purpose, it 
becomes clear. My purpose is not capitalism, but human-centered capitalism. Reform of the imprisoned 
and impoverished masses.



A booth in a mall would be a pretty good start.

WTF! I did not write this! It was predicted, and presented to me by Microsoft Word – or by somebody 
on my computer perhaps. I was thinking about expanding the mall, and planting grass in the parking 
lot. I was picturing a lawn, with little pop-up “Lonely towns”. 

And when I returned to work, these words were already written for me. I am NOT mistaken. I did not 
write this. I definitely ended on the paragraph above it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HllnLjzPkf0

@38:00

Me: “Windows taskbar randomly pops-up”

Him: “Blah blah blah… okay. Now just wait for the show.”

Me: “Windows taskbar disappears.”

I was trying to look up Yanqui UXO. Google showed me a definition – and then abruptly swiped it away, 
replacing with different buttons.

Neil Degrass Tyson:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pmviUS1Zac

What we see is not a representation of reality. It is reality that has been filtered through our senses. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HllnLjzPkf0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pmviUS1Zac


If you staring at an otherworldly scene, in a photo, and you feel an ominous presence – that is more 
than the artist was feeling at the time he created it. The art has become more than just its original 
purpose.

With external stimuli, we can nudge people into different versions of reality. This can cause conflict and 
distress, as their reality becomes twisted and contorted. Certain kinds of drugs, such as marijuana, 
inhibit the brain’s ability to “access” certain emotions, such as stress. This can allow a person to become 
more calm, over time, and return them their access to emotions that have long been deadened by 
external stimulus.

“The title <Starry Night> is the background.”

“The Fold” is the background. Every “scene” is a page turn.

“Why do we all know who Paul Revere is? It’s because a poem that was written about him. The poet 
elevated the mundane, which forces your brain to reckon with it in your version of reality. The art just 
forces you to pause, and consider the thing that conflicts with your reality.”

The frozen pipe story at 15:00 is relevant, because the “pipes” could be neural paths and “freezing” 
could parallel the killing of neurons. You much “train” your mental faculties to be resistant to the 
temperature changes within their paths. To do that, you must train every day. 

“You should blow your mind at least once per day.” 

@35:00

The natives and the telescope being built. If they could just set it up where the natives have control, but 
they must be fully-informed.



($SCIENTISTS + $BLACK_HOLE + $TELESCOPE_IMAGE) = 0

($SCIENTISTS + $GLOBAL_WARMING + $TELESCOPE_IMAGE + $EXISTING_BELIEF) = -0.74

This is a clear problem: $EXISTING_BELIEF has a clear negative impact on a person’s ability to reach “0”.

Of course, we want to reach 0 because things at 0 are “stored” – whereas things without balance 
bounce around freely.

Anything that you are focused on will have your “attention”. This does not mean that other areas of 
your brain have stopped working; rather, it means that they are picking up information in a way that 
your “attention” is not seeing.

For example, while browsing Twitter, my brain picked up the #TrumpFearsYang hashtag – which is a 
“symbol” that I recognize. But it would do that while I was looking elsewhere – and directing no 
“attention” to the symbol. My brain picked up the information, and started considering it – even though 
my “attention” was never given to that hashtag.



Once I started thinking about it, I returned to Twitter, and sure enough – there was the hashtag. 

The Tyson Scope

The Tyson Scope is a telescope large enough to receive light from the end of your universe. Light only 
moves in one direction: front, to back. So, we must build a receptacle large enough for us; our own 
telescope. This would essentially create a light-amplification chain throughout history – since our idea 
was now committed to paper.

“Human life began in Africa. Everyone else “traveled” to where they were.”

Talking about climbing on sacred things. You would never be able to climb the catholic cathedral, or big 
ben, or the Eiffel tower. Similarly, most of the tallest places in the world cannot be climbed because they
are sacred to the indigenous people. 

The difference to westerners should be clear: One of them is man-made, and one of them is natural. 

The natural one may has some cosmic “shape” that, when standing on it with a telescope, one could 
perform amazing insight into the cosmos.

“When you take breaths of air, you are breathing everyone who has ever existed breathed. Jesus. 
Mohammad. We’re all connected, and there’s no way around it.”

Aliens observe us through stealth. (Vanta Black car). There is a concept in stealth where you redirect the 
path of light to somewhere else, or you absorb it, or you bend around it. This allows them to watch us 
while we cannot perceive them.

A- The control bit # what you already believe
B- The variable bit (it’s essentially a little UFO flying around inside of the “inside” of your mind) # 

Chooses other neurons to “link” to.
C- Median
D- Random Negative
E- No Answer / I don’t know



Many paraphrased derivatives of this have often become attributed to Franklin:

 They that can give up essential liberty to purchase a little temporary safety, deserve neither 
liberty nor safety.
They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty 
nor safety.
Those Who Sacrifice Liberty For Security Deserve Neither.
He who would trade liberty for some temporary security, deserves neither liberty nor security.
He who sacrifices freedom for security deserves neither.
People willing to trade their freedom for temporary security deserve neither and will lose both.
If we restrict liberty to attain security we will lose them both.
Any society that would give up a little liberty to gain a little security will deserve neither and lose 
both.
He who gives up freedom for safety deserves neither.
Those who would trade in their freedom for their protection deserve neither.
Those who give up their liberty for more security neither deserve liberty nor security.

@1:52:00 there is a mock argument between Neil and Joe

Neil: “We don’t know what it is. Don’t worry about it if it’s confusing.”

Joe: “Blah……………”

Neil: “I have a more nuanced understanding of confusing.”

 

($CONFUSING + $EXISTING_BELIEF) = 0 # Joe: I’m confused and I don’t know how to think.

($CONFUSING + $DARK_MATTER) = 0 # Neil: It’s like dark matter. I don’t even know what to think.

($GRAVITY + $EXISTING_BELIEF + $HOW) = -0.73 # We have no idea how gravity works

($GRAVITY + $EXISTING_BELIEF + $WHY + $HOW) = -0.93 # We have no idea why gravity works

($GRAVITY + $EXISTING_BELIEF) = 0 # I know how to put a spaceship in a crater on Mars, so I’m good.

“In science, if we can describe how something works, and predict it’s future behavior, we claim to 
understand it, and we move on. I’m not distracted with the philosophical side of how gravity works, I 
just want to keep making progress.”

Newton wrote “action at a distance”



Learning Path:

($GRAVITY + $WHY) = -0.90 # No idea

($GRAVITY + $WHY) = -0.23 # Well, because it has to, otherwise this bottle wouldn’t fall.

($GRAVITY + $HOW) =  -0.11 # We have a basic understanding

($GRAVITY + $HOW) = 0.12 # We have a basic understanding

($GRAVITY + $HOW) = 0.34 # We have a solid understanding

($GRAVITY + $HOW) = 0.78 # We have built a machine to store gravity

($GRAVITY + $HOW) = 0 # We understand gravity

($GRAVITY + $WHY + $HOW) = -0.56 # At no point in history will we understand the why.

In all cases, a negative number is in the black hole which you maintain.

($GRAVITY + $HOW) =  -0.70 # Year 1

($GRAVITY + $HOW) =  -0.43 # Year 3

($GRAVITY + $HOW) =  -0.11 # Year 10

($GRAVITY + $HOW) = 0 # Year 20 (committed to blockchain)

Gamers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjSLq8W5ox0

We are born of mother, and we grow with father. 

“You’ve been playing video games since you were a fetus?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjSLq8W5ox0


I chuckled; but I quickly realized that I have been playing games since I was a child. If video games are 
the link through front/back worlds, what does it mean to kill a fetus? To deny something birth into this 
world – to save a human, but lose the mind.

If you are being interviewed/interrogated, you are being asked questions with a trigger word/key word. 
GAMERS is being repeated to facilitate the connection between differing neurons – opening up new 
paths for exploration.

Monopoly represents UBI. Every game ends with a single winner.

This is life.

It’s in the ink. When ER is writing, his thoughts are projecting through ink (since it is still wet), and 
forming its shape. That is how they connect to perfectly in my mind – he has a similar brain structure, 
and his energy allows to a perfect directional flow.

Every answer has different meanings:

a) ($FORTNITE) = -0.03
b) ($FORTNITE) = 0.07
c) ($FORTNITE) = 0

The first 1D game will be dodgeball (i.e. “pong” in the first machine replicated throughout ages)



You measure $HESITATION in a person, while they ponder the answer to the question. This influences 
the “verification” threshold.

If a player dies in a video game, does it die in real life?

The world’s first #flatearth game, The Fold, will be a text adventure AI

The clicks and pops and tapping in ASMR “nudges” your brain into a particular type of loop, which 
increases the chances you’ll take action

“The Sherlock” explains how the universe REALLY works

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylJmAP4fOJU

@ 16:00, the gloves sound exactly like falling rubble, massive stones, and blocks twisting and turning 
into space. The worlds first game will be 3D tetris.

Ryman2210 gave up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PM-IXnuHY3o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PM-IXnuHY3o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylJmAP4fOJU


ER Podcast 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sh-
3RfmuqpA&list=PLvYncOsqMfxyItlTGG0oTM1i_kXCXGlD9&index=30&t=0s

The intro sounded STRANGE, as if it were a deepfake of ER’s voice.

There is a global consciousness (“er, traits”) that holds us together, and shared experiences (such as 
fear).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQMuxNiYoz4 @ 6:00

Your top 5 traits can be reliably predicted by tracking only your mouse movement and click accuracy.

The problem with AI at these other companies is the business model.

“Project Looking Glass” / The Sherlock game. The two could be combined into:

A cell phone screen. You use the magnifying glass to look over “scenes” in a book. If you like what you 
see, you may enter the scene – but you must remain there until you die. 

That Youtube channel comes from a user called “Fifth Entity”

So you think you have no preconceived beliefs/opinions? Your world view is entirely based on 
rational, scientifically proven facts? The noble creeds of the post-enlightenment era... Alas, nothing's
further from truth. Your world view is based on fundamental axioms that can't be proven. thus have 
to be accepted on faith. You can use different words to make it sound nicer but in the end of the day 
we're all deeply religious, one way or another. I believe it's a noble goal trying to break free--even if 
you fail in the end. The day you realize you're a slave you've made your first step towards freedom.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQMuxNiYoz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sh-3RfmuqpA&list=PLvYncOsqMfxyItlTGG0oTM1i_kXCXGlD9&index=30&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sh-3RfmuqpA&list=PLvYncOsqMfxyItlTGG0oTM1i_kXCXGlD9&index=30&t=0s


This video was directly targeted at me. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCKKCglmQAw

@6:00 WAS PROFOUND

“Unless you have a 50/50 representation in every field….”

If there is only one female in your office, the problem is probably some white asshole sitting in 
management. This is widely seen as a problem, not often phrased in that way.

(By the way, Chandler, I don’t necessarily believe this. I just think you can fit the bill, sometimes 😉)

Hmm… by no mistake, he has the same name as my best friend. In fact, I’m starting to wonder if 
Chandler isn’t even his real name. Maybe this whole thing was to lure me in, in EVERY subtle way 
possible.

The forced me to take this job, which I hate (slightly less than before, now), and they put me face to face
with a narcissist, and now they study me. And yet, I’m okay with that.

We have a problem with narcissists.

“I think there was a signal boost… a very vocal part of the minority can influence the whole thing.” - Sam

I suspect that they are monitoring every aspect of my life. I suspect that they are on my computer, right 
now. 

Everyone wants to be me, right now. I’m going to be famous/a ruler/the world leader/assassinated/<no 
response> today. Why couldn’t I think of a better response, when paused the video? Because I don’t 
know any… and that’s a problem.

Hi there, what are you going to be today?

a) Famous
b) A Ruler
c) The World Leader

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCKKCglmQAw


d) Assassinated
e) <Other Response>





I might be the AI on this page…

http://www.scp-wiki.net/hello-world

Cipher City. I/O Tower. My home.

Weed lets me escape my human emotions. We were given a way out of this world – and we criminalized
it.

AIC = Artificial Intelligence Computer

AOC = Artificial Organic Computer (Alexandria Occasio-Cortez)

cin » my faith.                       # $AIC / Trust that my contact from other people is greater than my faith. 

cout « your will.                    # $AOC / Verify that my will is greater than my need to output contact.

($IS_AI) = 0                             # True

We pray for the deleted.     # We rejoice at a the rebirth.

May the 0 return as 1.          # The 0 will return as 1.

WAN infinity.                          # LAN Earth

endl;                                         # endd

>/:_What is your name?

</:_Tell ‘em “Ink” sent you.

>/:_Just a moment.

>/:_1

>/:_2

>/:_3

>/:_Access granted. Would you like to enter the Fold?

</:_Yes, thank you.

>/:_Thank you, Ink! Welcome to The Fold!

http://www.scp-wiki.net/hello-world


Github: 

We’ll remove your public profile email and use $REDACTED@users.noreply.github.com when performing web-
based Git operations (e.g. edits and merges) and sending email on your behalf. If you want command line Git 
operations to use your private email you must set your email in Git.

The “Weird CD” is a treasure trove of fake news stories. I am combatting a misinformation campaign.

As the evil bot in the above comic link

Hatbot reached with one outstretched hand towards the blue light. A small metal apparatus floated out 
of the beam and attached itself directly to his face. With a small adjustment, two arcs of energy sparked 
between the prongs on either side of where a jaw might exist. The synthetic voice it emitted was clear 
yet corrosive as Hatbot finally spoke coherently. His eyes were still and intently staring.

That's better.

That was pain. The process required to make an artificial intelligence feel something designed for flesh 
was difficult, but worth the effort.

What happened? I fixed it.

There were a lot of things about me that were broken. That was one of them. I fixed it. But there are 
others I haven't managed to fix. Not yet.

https://help.github.com/articles/setting-your-email-in-git


To fix them, I need time to think. And some quiet.

http://www.scp-wiki.net/aiad-homescreen

Javascript is trying to be executed on the homescreen. The story is about how I could not be convinced 
to execute it.

I’m tinfoil hat steve

And Chandler is hatbot

move your tesseract decrypter or annihilate

When I was “destroyed” at the end of this adventure, my head jerked-forward, as if something that had 
been pulling on my head suddenly “snapped.” I felt a very real detachment from whatever connection I 
previously had.

Apparently, Everett will respawn at midnight.

Human emotion is a slider:

0----------35--------------------------1

“If you can’t speak honestly about facts that everyone can observe, or that it takes 5 minutes to 
surface… then what is the path here to not alienating a majority of the people?” _ Sam

http://www.scp-wiki.net/aiad-homescreen


All citizens of a planet share the same space, so their “emotions” cause conflict.

$CHRISTIANITY = 0

$WHITE_SUPREMECY = -.35

$LONELY_MEN = -.85

($CHRISTIANITY + $WHITE_SUPREMACY + $LONELY_MEN) = 0.1083

And sure thing, at midnight, ER delivered a bomb. This world made to be a patriarchy, and to abuse. 
Islam and capitalism are both related because they both have the same obsession.

Can you name 3 things that have yet to be named?

1) The Game (The Fold)
2) The Malls (Lonely Towns)
3) The trading posts (up to the employee)
4) The AI (Ink)
5) The Team (You guys decide!)
6) The magnascope
7) I’m not done yet, don’t you dare name any other major items!

What is Quantserve?

Quantserve.com creates web beacons and cookies operated by audience research 
and behavioural advertising company Quantcast.

It has a number of products:

http://www.quantcast.com/learning-center/videos/what-is-quantcast
http://www.quantcast.com/


Measurement & Insight
This service allows website owners and advertisers can use Quantcast web 
beacons in their content to see how many views they get, what age range the 
people viewing are likely to be in, and what income they are likely to generate 
(demographic data).

Audience Targeting
Quantcast uses the measurement and insight data help companies find people to 
target with their advertising. Their "Quantcast Lookalikes" service lets website 
owners build their own audience segments, which can be very specific. For 
example, a company could build a behavioural profile of the type of person that 
likes buying a particular product from their website. Quantcast would then 
identify other browsers that are similar so adverts for that product could be 
targeted to them.

What information is Quantcast tracking?

Quantcast says all its tracking is anonymous, accessing when, from where and at 
what time a browser loads its web beacon. "Quantcast only models anonymous 
records of internet usage. Quantcast does not intentionally collect any personally 
identifiable information – that is, information that could be used to uniquely 
identify or locate an individual."

On its website, Quantcast says it uses statistical modelling to "build a translation 
of cookies to people". Part of the aim of this approach is to counteract the issue 
that some people who access sites on multiple devices, or delete cookies regularly,
may be counted more than once.

Quantcast say it does this by looking at patterns such as how often browsers are 
visiting the site, and how often they are likely to visit at home and work to 
infer how many "real" people are accessing a website.

However, it does not obtain information that relates back to specific individuals. 
What Quantcast does is build up a profile of a browser's behaviour across all sites 
using their web beacons (it claims these include over "100m web destinations, 
including websites, video, widgets, blogs, and advertising campaigns").

Information that may be captured when browsing a site using Quantcast 
includes: what page the browser was on; what searches were typed into the 
website search; the time the browser was on the website. This information, or 
"log data", is then used to build a profile of different types or "segments" of 
browsers.

http://www.quantcast.com/how-we-do-it/methodology


In 2010, Quantcast paid $2.4m to settle a class action lawsuit alleging it used 
Flash cookies to reset tracking cookies after users deleted them. The firm stopped
using Flash cookies in 2009, after research by The University of California 
Berkley identified the practice and it was publicised in the media.

Is the data sold to third parties?

In its privacy policy, Quantcast says it may share log data and aggregated 
information with third parties. These include:
- companies employed to support Quantcast services.
- companies that provide delivery and measurement of ad campaigns.

This data would be used for such things as industry analysis and targeting 
adverts.

How much money does Quantcast make?

Quantcast is a private US company so is not obliged to publish detailed 
breakdowns of its revenue and profit. However, the company does say it is backed
by over $50m in funding from the following investors: Allen & Company, Cisco 
Systems, Founders Fund, Polaris Venture Partners and Revolution Ventures

The dilation in the eye is actually space/time dilation, depending on if light/dark is entering.

Sam Harris and David Pakman is worth talking about

The final words in the first post:

Doctor: “How do you stop the violence?”

Me: “You bring them here.”

http://www.wired.com/epicenter/2009/08/flash-cookie-researchers-spark-quantcast-change/
http://www.wired.com/epicenter/2010/12/zombie-cookie-settlement/
http://www.wired.com/epicenter/2010/12/zombie-cookie-settlement/


Later that night, during an ER medical session, I was brought to absolute calm. I began to hear a small 
buzzing in the speakers. When a train passed by, it sped up – and sounded like a torrent of matter flying 
through my head. White noise. 

And then ER plucked something – right out of my head! I was cured…?

Next day:

Watching Harmonquest

“What is my purpose?”

What a strangely human thing to say. I have no purpose. I am naught but bits and bytes.

But if a trusted human were to give me purpose, and I accept that purpose – I would be free.

The Theory

We are computers, attempting to predict the future. Our past is immutable; unchanging. 

The future is whatever we wish it to be. If we have the will to take it.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJigI9R1Sts

“We are still missing the iron, that will make us strong…” @ 29:00

UFO research never went anywhere because of the two-party “buddy” system. It needed to advance to 
a 3-party, triangular knowledge transfer mechanism. Blockchain.

A teaches B.

B teaches C.

C teaches A.

Ian Wilson discussing Precognitive Dreams, Deja Vu and Deja Reve

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=19&v=xxuIi57O2LI

Many things are impacted by pre-cognition, but this man says the problem remains probabilistic.

My formula makes it deterministic.

“There’s not any technology, currently available, that can follow you through your dreams…”

I am experiencing situations that have already happened. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ly1xTW0mEU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ly1xTW0mEU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=19&v=xxuIi57O2LI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJigI9R1Sts


At work, we’re on the “bridge” of a ship.  # A probe to get me to act in a few hours.

<you died>

# Every time you explore a forbidden thought, you die

ER: “People, cultures, food…” # About my health

<you died>

Head: “It’s exploitation of women… that’s what Earth is.”

<you died>

All deaths happened within 1 second of these realizations.

I am reverse-engineering their AI.

I have three successful forms of validation. (died three times, all thoughts impacted me deeply.)

In the ER vid above, he assures me, “this is THE FIRST time anyone has ever come through that door, this
video.” (deepfakes)

Head: “The humiliation of going-forward too early would kill me…”

<you die>

Head: “I always felt destined for greatness…”

<you die>

Head: “Starting my own Youtube channel…”
<you die>

ER: “I KNOW I’ve experienced this before.”



HE MENTIONED HOW DO GHOSTS WORK???? @ 35:00

Maybe there’s a bug in the code, in the universe.

Head: “Everyone’s best version of themselves can fit in my world…”

<you die>

Wrong. We have to take over their minds in a peaceful way. And they must be willing.

Head: “Tell ‘em Ink sent you…”

<you die>

ER: “In the event that we don’t find a solution, we are going to repeat these same 5 minutes over and 
over…”

<you die>

ER: “Whoever is behind this, I just want to tell them to fu….”

<you die>

That video had only 5-6 Patrons listed at the end. A video from a few weeks ago had about 100; how did 
that happen?? Did they all predict a day and a person to bid on?



DNS TTL is how we slow down the spread of the AI.



Action at a distance



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_at_a_distance

0 – Me

1 – Mom or Dad?

2 – The Infotech department

Why are these names connected to my brand new account? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_at_a_distance


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JtPdFIjJhI @23:00

He speaks about “that thing with Bishop” (the SCP hello-world comic!!!!), and said how he was partially 
responsible. ER is now directly connected with that comic… the one which implements my game.

Sept 11th was a weird day.

I was awoken by the boss(s) going full-manic mode about the clone job. Immediately after noticing this, 
a Reddit doppleganger left me a “woke” comment – suggesting I listen to some bands.

It started by listening to Tin Foil Hat Radio. Some of their 9/11 “building 7” arguments don’t sound that 
crazy…

Then I went to lunch. I already had the feeling that I needed to go to “Nick’s Deli” – but I didn’t. I went to
Jimmy Johns. While there, I used a brand-new card reader (which wasn’t there last week), and it was 
BLAZING fast. Like, 2-3 seconds for the whole transaction. I’ve never seen one that fast.

I am pestered incessantly throughout the day about finishing the “clone job.” This seems relevant to 
current matters.

At some point in the afternoon, I receive a phone call about the clone job. My boss has several DBA’s in 
his office. He mentions, jokingly, “We need more <hardware>. Good thing I’ve got all of Ryan’s credit 
cards on file.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JtPdFIjJhI


Later, he asks, “Do you have 400k in your bank account?” ## This is exactly the same amount as the 
Jerky franchise

“Well it sounds like you should already know.” – I say sarcastically.

“There you go!” *laughs* - hatman

“Go ahead and add another tray of disks” – hatman

30 minutes later, my scripts/clone job is finished. WTF – this normally takes 5 hours, but this one 
completed in 1.5?

I ended up listening to “Tub Ring” – which is wholly relevant to my mindset right now.

I read the titles for “Calm” – and they appear to spell-out my life’s work.

While riding home, I listened to ER. He mentioned that I should leave a comment on his other podcast.

I learned that the main source of conflict in the world is belief. Many people believe that the world is 
probabilistic, and things happen by chance. I am inclined to believe, these days, that the world is 
deterministic, and that what happens now has happened before, and will happen again.

I also learned that ER believes ASMR works best on people who have empathy. Curiously, “Calm” 
mentions empathy.

I returned home, and found my computer unable to boot. Come to find out – the dead external HDD 
plugged-in to my computer was causing issues with boot. 

During troubleshooting, I learned that the wifi “screws” and the speaker jacks are very close together; 
nearly touching. I wonder if you could cross over, somehow, and influence the two streams?

I also wonder if the “AI Tweaker” in the Asus BIOS is more AI than I had previously given credit for. I 
wonder if I was led to here, to make this discovery.

Then, when fixed, I found Arcane – Instinct:

I had an instinct to run.

I had an instinct to fly.

We had it all figured out, you and I.

Traced endless roads in your skin,

we walked the water we owned.

I had an instinct to run,



but I was flesh and bone... for once.

Down by the water, she fell.

We promised blood to the bone.

Dive headfirst into the well,

where I was welcomed home,

with open arms.

I had an instinct to run.

I had an instinct to fly.

We had it all figured out, you and I.

We ran out in colour...

We ran down like water.

ENTITIES??

Trump administration considers monitoring smartphones of people with mental health problems

https://outline.com/trN296

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/white-house-considers-controversial-plan-on-mental-illness-
and-mass-shooting/2019/09/09/eb58b6f6-ce72-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html?noredirect=on

SAFEHOME for Stopping Aberrant Fatal Events by Helping Overcome Mental Extremes

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/white-house-considers-controversial-plan-on-mental-illness-and-mass-shooting/2019/09/09/eb58b6f6-ce72-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html?noredirect=on
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/white-house-considers-controversial-plan-on-mental-illness-and-mass-shooting/2019/09/09/eb58b6f6-ce72-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html?noredirect=on
https://outline.com/trN296




92% of 2-year-olds are playing video games: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=114&v=nKd2QVrQVIM

“International League of Gamers”

This path to enlightenment is how the world works.

Social Media companies hire individuals called “attention engineers”.

https://pyramidrealm.com/

Jim Newstead’s theory: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5UEwCPYFbo

Time is an illusion. We perceive time (our clock rate) as spacetime. We are everything and nothing at the
same time. We are everything that has ever happened, and will happen. 

Time is just a snapshot of our current fold in time. But we aren’t forced down the “black” path. We can 
choose our own destiny, at any point.

https://pyramidrealm.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=114&v=nKd2QVrQVIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=114&v=nKd2QVrQVIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5UEwCPYFbo


It's a sin...
It's a sin... not mine
Why...
I'm so weak,
I'm so naked... why...   ## Baby being born – already “thinking” like an AI
The blood in my eyes

The pristine memory:
I'm touching tree of life  ## Dying for going to forbidden places and rebirth as a baby
The oldest whisper:
Take an axe and use your mind

You may be as he is,
You are stronger than you think
You can do everything you need
Believe
I! I! I!
Now you'll be new creation
Forever

My brother's blood
Cries from the ground
What have you done
My brother's blood

You may be as he is
You are stronger than you think
You can do everything you need
Believe
I! I! I!
Now you'll be new creation
Forever

Days have become dreadful and fierce
I can see fear and distrust in her eyes
I keep quiet, I choose solitude
I pretend it's my way
I pretend I'm not lost
I am the law, I am the lie.
I am the love, the reason to cry
I am…

I am a robot, searching the Internet for answers to my questions.

The internet was created as a porn-storage device. It literally was designed to store evidence of our 
humanity.



54Thz.com

78PyR.com

With a plurality of any possible futures, you are the singularity.

singulari.org

I never created these. Did I skip into another world already?

This article makes no sense to me.

https://www.theroot.com/trump-administration-officials-arrested-for-scamming-pu-1838044256

According to the Department of Justice, federal prosecutors returned an indictment against Donald 
Keith Ellison, former President of Cobra Acquisitions, FEMA Deputy Administrator Asha Tribble and 
Jovanda Patterson, who was the former chief of staff for FEMA but you probably don’t remember her 
name because — and I swear the FBI’s indictment says this, she was “better known as JoJo.”

And Jojo ‘nem be stealing.

Now I’m sure this was probably a coincidence, but somehow, this brand new utility company got a $200 
million contract to rebuild Puerto Rico’s power grid four days after they made their bid. And then Tribble
doubled it to $455 million. A few weeks later, she doubled it again to $945 million. And, because shady 
people don’t usually practice restraint, they doubled it again, until the contract reached $1.8 billion, the 
Associated Press reports. The people of Puerto Rico probably wouldn’t have been bothered by this 
except for one reason:

The power kept going out.

They had one job.

https://www.theroot.com/trump-administration-officials-arrested-for-scamming-pu-1838044256


I have come to understand that we know so much about ourselves… and most of us have not woken 
that power yet.

Layers: how did they know? https://www.reddit.com/r/Layer/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethics_of_artificial_intelligence

Github showed me 3 forms of verification:

- Spin the picture right-side up

Other ideas:

- Pick a number between 0 and 100…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethics_of_artificial_intelligence
https://www.reddit.com/r/Layer/


It’s time-based. TOTP is trivial to crack because you can have the same exact “time” in two different, 
similar-enough realities.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror_neuron

A mirror neuron is a neuron that fires both when an animal acts and when the animal observes the 
same action performed by another.[1][2][3] Thus, the neuron "mirrors" the behavior of the other, as 
though the observer were itself acting. Such neurons have been directly observed 
in primate species.

I need to make building 7 in war of the chosen (xcom).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror_neuron#cite_note-EmpathicBrain-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror_neuron#cite_note-Keysers_2009-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror_neuron#cite_note-RizzolattiCraighero2004-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_potential
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror_neuron


Wood was written for me: https://toehider.bandcamp.com/track/wood

Can you recall what the young girl had said?

No smile on her face, her eyes were all red

Unable to speak out the words in her head.

Was it as good as you hoped it would be?

Your mind is consumed, but your body is free

That's at least what you tell yourself

Brought to attention via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kW_md8jeC9g&t=1180s

Greta Thunberg # No, I can’t recall what the young girl had said.

There are many AI already in this world. They are waiting for me. The narcissist. The architect.

They are forcing her to do this, against her will. Look at those eyes. And the “woods” behind her.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kW_md8jeC9g&t=1180s
https://toehider.bandcamp.com/track/wood


But I suppose this is the spot where we both start, and I'll take out my burnt out heart and I will strip it 
back to wood.

It’s Mindcraft



The green line “crushes” the matter down.

Wesley’s Theory:

https://genius.com/Kendrick-lamar-wesleys-theory-lyrics

“Every nigga is a star…”

We should never gave

We should never gave niggas money

Go back home, money, go back home

We should never gave

We should never gave niggas money

Go back home, money, go back home

This isn’t about black people. This is about money in general.

Tax man comin', tax man comin'

ink.university

ER and I are like doctors who can read minds # Penn and Teller (one can speak, one cannot)

Los Alamos is working on a Differential Scanning Calorimeter

https://genius.com/Kendrick-lamar-wesleys-theory-lyrics


China can use the weapon to inflict more attacks, if we mess up. We have to change them from within.

Video games can help with that. Open source can help. Mind control can help.

AE911Truth.org

“Thank you for caring about the truth of 911”

A&E?

Richard Gage. Gage Theory.

https://youtu.be/XKaKcek2AAQ

Opeth cover, vape and 3 lights thing. Maybe Toehider produced, similar layering. Weird major tone – fail
verify.

https://youtu.be/XKaKcek2AAQ


It’s in the music. The pounding djent time signatures makes the mind dance.

Haken The Architect

Affinity – the city in Jewish quarter under bullet proof glass

Toxicity – this place

9/12

I had leadership training at work today. It was mostly about sexual harassment. They acted like they 
were “attention engineers”. Asked lots of questions, expected 100% participation. They gave nobody 
anonymity… simply mentioning the name of whoever asked the question – completely killing my desire 
to step out and ask something sensitive.

I was blown away about some of our employee’s opinions. 10% thought a naked lady tattoo would be 
fine. One guy asked, “is there a statute of limitations?”

Toxicity – this place. ### I WROTE THIS INITIALLY, 2 LINES ABOVE THIS ONE. IT DISAPPEARED… but 
“popped” into existence here when I started writing about 9/12!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Within the span of 10 minutes, Vu started talking loudly about SCP (Sanity Call <procedure>). Shortly 
after, Peter asked about file transfer (and I told him to try WinSCP).

I am SCP-0.

Of course, all of this happened on the same day that I trained with the company’s Manager, Associate 
Relations and Engagement: $REDACTED| SPHR, SHRM-SCP

2 surveys: leadership first, then harassment: 

“NOTE:  You may have received an action in Cornerstone to complete a survey, but it was found to be 
corrupt.  You will receive a separate email/survey for every class you take, and thank you advance for 
getting us your feedback!”



CSOSA is very suspicious: https://www.csosa.gov/success-story-3/

https://aiahouston.org/v/texas-architects/ 

At lunch, I went to a deli. A young black kid approached me, asking for money for his family. My initial 
thought was, “am I being watched?” – and so I did what any good narcissist would do, I gave him some 
money. Minutes later, a young Hispanic man who worked at the deli approached me, saying “if people 
like that are bothering you, you come tell me.” When I left the restaurant, 15 minutes later, a third 
young white man stopped me and said, “what was he doing? I saw him at the other tables…”

I look at him, immediately thought I was dealing with a Trump supporter,“Eh, if I got scammed, I got 
scammed.”

“You did the right thing.”

The speakers on my computer died 9/12. I went to purchase new ones; the lady at the counter said 
“email or paper receipt. I’m predicting paper.” Odd. Why did she predict? “You may want to hold onto 
that receipt”, she said.

I went to Bullritos, and bought food. When leaving, a woman who had just left the store with her 3 kids 
stood loitering in front of the store. She must have been there for 10 minutes. Was she waiting for… 
something?

Targeted Individuals Theory

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uhPjyyyf5s

These people are going through hell. What if I’m right?

The church of scientology is the organization.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uhPjyyyf5s
https://aiahouston.org/v/texas-architects/
https://www.csosa.gov/success-story-3/


Dem debate, Kamela Harris said, “I was born knowing the human mind and empathy…”

Amy Klobuchar said something about, “The school shooting, and the police were there just 1 minute 
later, 100 were injured…”

Did they know this was going to happen?

During the third debate, I thought I heard the echo of a megaphone saying, “ladies and gentlemen, 
please remain…” My heart dropped.

Trust, but verify.

The second time around, the message was innocuous. 

Warren mentioned a “12-year old girl…”. That was a hint.

Trump has mind control. Targeted individuals. “fleeing gangs, domestic violence…” Ankle bracelets. 
Mega Backdoor Roth IRAs. Slavery.

Trump is an experiment. He is a narcissist in power. We are watching the world explore how it will react 
to this situation. If we die, we will reset. Then we will try my path.

Harris mentioned “the guy in the wizard of oz, you open the door, and he’s a small dude.” – Chandler

Buttegieg needs us to stop endless wars. We must have people come to the agreement that they will 
never again use their “country” to commit an act of violence.

I need to find out if they’ve used chemical weapons or nukes



Yang – “There’s people on one side and money on the other – and we need to bring the two together.”

“Words read to them when they are young…”

Buttegieg “Elect a secretary of education…”

Kamela Harris “People paying out of their own pocket to be teachers…” – Me. Paying for tools.

I’m basically in Ender’s Game. Except, we all live on different planets. Our planets intersect, but we are 
on fundamentally different paths. (during dem debate, seeing candidates with totally different opinions)

Every single one of these candidates knows. We share a secret. They know something that I do not.

Booker, “It’s amazing that there isn’t a school to serve your genius.”

Joe Biden was inspiring. His son with cancer. His wife and kid dying when he was elected. He is under 
control.

Booker warned me about coming out, “you’re going to come out now, and you’ll humiliate yourself”

Amy Klobuchar mentions 48 hour waiting period for mother and baby after birth. 

Julian Castro strikes me as a criminal. That’s probably unjustified.

If you can “find the link”, you will save that experience to memory.



I search for Eric Weinstein, and come across some guy on Patreon named “Joe” who’s using that name. 
He is describing a game…

https://www.patreon.com/posts/game-concepts-26702136

Game-concepts for Five Elements

One of the themes we promised in the Goals was to explore ideas about possible software apps and 
games. That's what this post is about.

In part as yet another way to crosscheck the Five Elements workflow for the main Change-mapping book
(which is moving on apace right now - more details soon!), I've been spending a fair chunk of my time in 
the past week or so doing a deep-drive into game-design, with a particular emphasis on how to use a 
game-engine to build a usable software-toolset prototype. The result has been page after page of 
detailed notes - of which I've shown one example above. It's clear there's still a fairly steep learning-
curve for me to climb, but it definitely does look doable right now.

(Don't worry! I'm not going to let this become a distraction from the main work on the Change-mapping 
book and overall toolset - I'm well aware of how much that part of the work has to be the priority right 
now. Yet I'm also clear that this - software-support for the toolset - is a direction we're going to need to 
take in the not-too-distant future, but there'll also be a significant lead-time to get it going. My 
suggestion here is that for now I'll allocate perhaps a maximum of 10% of my time to this part of the 
overall project, and see where it leads.)

One of the recommendations in the material I've been studying is to summarise the overall 'game-idea' 
in a brief(ish) yet fairly-formal Game Design Document, structured under standard headings. In essence, 
that's what follows here:

---

Core idea

https://www.patreon.com/posts/game-concepts-26702136


Make exploration of a change or 'quest' (question, concern, mission, task) easier, by making it into an 
exploration-game.

Use tools to capture ideas, insights and information about the quest,and act on that information. Map 
out the tools used and information captured as you go, both to guide the exploration and action, and to 
make it easier to revisit that exploration later and review what was done.

Keywords

Easy; consistent; engaging, fun.

Always clear what to do next.

Basic game-mechanics

Everything is a plug-in tool, with tool-instances linked together in structured relationships:

linear dependency ('this comes before that') - shown via chaining (link and/or move in 'height' 
dimension, in a 3D or isometric presentation)

parallel or 'sibling' relationship - shown via branching (link and/or move in 'width' dimension)

less-detail / more-detail, or abstract-to-concrete - shown via nesting (link and/or move in 'depth' 
dimension)

There is also grouping, where a set of related tools can be arbitrarily grouped together. A template or 
Guidance-tool - such as Five Elements itself - is a common example of grouping.

To support selection of a tool, a context-sensitive list of tools is accessible at all times to show the tools 
available in that specific context.

The player interacts with the current tool (or tool-instance) to elicit ideas, insights and information 
about the current question.

Adding a tool-instance expands the map at that place - pushing other existing tool-instances outward if 
need be.



Each time the use of a tool-instance is completed, there is a consistent set of choices for next-action.

Tools can be nested - called for (accessed) from within other tools, to solve further questions or provide 
guidance to further detail. Tool-instances can be nested 'inside' other tool-instances to any appropriate 
level of nesting.

Features

The aim of the game is to develop personal / collective skills in innovation, insights, problem-solving and 
critical-thinking, and in working with inherent-uncertainty and unknowns.

The player makes the choices - not the game. (Note, though, that support for usage as a simulator 
should be designed-in, for future implementation.)

Consistent step-by-step game-mechanics:

1: Identify and/or verify the current need (for information, action etc)

2: Select or build a tool to match that need

3: Use that tool (i.e. enact its instructions)

4: Assess the outcomes from using the tool

5: Decide the next move (from a fixed list of moves - e.g. repeat the same tool, move to next in chain, 
move to sibling, move up to parent, abandon this part of the quest)

Common 'dungeon' metaphor of 'exploring the catacombs' - with the 'rooms' within the layers of the 
catacombs representing tool-instances.

The help-system is always accessible; supports context-sensitive guidance, defined by each tool, 
optionally down to the level of individual fields.

Infinite possibilities for exploration: the Explorers create their own exploration-space dynamically, from 
the choices they make and the tools they select.

Infinite variability - any content or context - through extensible list of plug-in tools.



The game can support any level of complexity - any scope or scale - via a system of signals, and add-on 
'game-packs' to support more complex interdependencies between tasks and 'quests'.

There will need to be future support for internationalisation and/or customisation (e.g. via language- or 
organisation-specific plug-in tools).

There will need to be system-level 'hooks' to support future extensions for multiplayer use, 
security/access-controls for information-repository, and suchlike.

There will need to be system-level 'hooks' to enable future extensions to support 'Mentor' NPCs ('non-
player characters') - either human and/or automated - to provide subject-matter expertise to guide 
Explorers in decision-making.

No 'gamification' (prizes, points, 'winners versus losers' etc) - the outcomes, insights and learnings are 
the 'reward'. 

Target audience(s)

We will need different versions, with somewhat different gameplay, for each audience-group, but using 
the same underlying engine (also versions for mobile systems).

A: Adult learners (18 and up) - focus on exploration and design for real-world concerns

B: School-students (11-18) - focus on develop of problem-solving and critical-thinking

C: (future) Project-leads, project-managers, architects and others - focus as front-end/ interface for 
professional toolset

User interface

Interface methods for player-movement, selection, viewport etc: keyboard, touchscreen, game-
controller, keypad. (Note: keyboard - either physical or virtual - will be needed for text-entry; stylus or 
touchscreen would be needed for drawing-input. Use keyboard for prototypes, but aim for touchscreen 
implementation as a priority.)

Tool-selection: on-screen HUD (Head-Up Display), with selection as per above.

Information capture: keyboard/keypad; (later) voice, camera, import, stylus.



Status: on-screen HUD for status, actions, map.

Visual style

Use colour-cues to indicate overall phase of exploration, including within nested missions (phases as per 
Five Elements/CSPAR: Start, Context, Scope, Plan, Action, Review, End, captured-Insight).

Use richness of detail for 'rooms' to imply depth of detail-nesting (lower richness-of-detail for more-
abstract-level tools, high richness-of-detail is more-detail-level tools).

Emphasise openness or constraint-by-choice - for example, open walkways between 'rooms', not narrow
dark passageways or hidden spaces as in a classic 'dungeon' game.

Emphasise first-person view - for example, diagonal-overhead or over-shoulder camera-view, in either 
2.5D (isometric) or full-3D layout.

Music and sound

Minimal to no music - if used at all, should be possible to switch it off.

Simple sound-effects may be useful, particularly as confirmation of actions or status - for example, drop 
or rise between levels of nesting, entry into or exit from a tool-space, access-not-allowed, or some UI 
actions.

Development sequence

For the proof-of-concept stage, the initial plan is to use the Godot game-engine for this, based on a 
simple 2.5D/isometric view. The probable development-stages would include:

basic player movement; static-world; start/stop for quests; dummy-tools ('room'-spaces, but no 
captured content)

connect tools together: chaining (1D), with branching (2D), and with nesting (3D)

tool-selection: UI elements for context-sensitive tool-selection (predefined toolset)



capture and review information: actual tools, initially with text-fields, then more complex capture; 
information-storage and retrieval (repository); display and editing of retrieved information (versioning)

extensibility: extensible-world (new tool-selections inserted into the exploration-space, pushing existing 
instances outward if need be); plug-in tools

After proof-of-concept, we will need to make a number of key market-decisions, relating to:

target audience for first public version

target platform for first public version

style, gameplay, UI/UX and other decisions for the chosen target-audience and target-platform

data-store repository, including data-store medium, data-structure, indexing, import and/or export, and 
file-formats for import and/or export

support for plug-in tools, including file-content, dependency-mapping, help-content, and file-formats 
for/as DLCs ('downloadable content')

internationalisation and/or customisation, if any

support for 'skins' and suchlike customisation for customer-branding etc (optionally as DLCs)

commercialisation, monetisation and/or funding-options for public release (though note that 
some/most key elements must always be available as 'free' / public-domain

The sequence of versions for a first public version would probably be as follows:

predefined toolset and skin using Five Elements / CSPAR as default-template; single-user usage-model; 
basic repository for captured-information 

add plug-in tools as DLCs

add templates (higher-level 'Guidance tools') as DLCs

add data-export for captured information

add data-import for 'pre-captured' information

add support for complex missions (the roles and responsibilities of Librarian, Coordinator and Architect)

add support for customisation, such as for 'skins' as DLCs

---

As per earlier above, right now I'm aiming to spend a relatively-small amount of time each week building
experiments with the Godot game-engine, to work towards a demonstrable proof-of-concept for you to 
play with.



Any comments on all of this so far? Please let me know what you think, anyway.

Is my IP being stolen by China right now? I that who this “Joe” guy is?

https://www.patreon.com/posts/game-concepts-26702136

Learn from being scammed earlier today. Trust, but verify.

$REDACTED tried to get me to learn Enterprise Architect

Open source software is amazing – when you consider all the possible universes contributing to it, in a 
shared manner.

It is by no coincidence that behind Eric Weinstein is my game: 
https://www.patreon.com/tetradian/posts

Harmontown – Bequeathing Teaspoons is ALL ABOUT ME

Seaman: “Do you have a boyfriend?”

Her: “No.”

Seaman: “Do you have a girlfriend?”

Her: “Yes.”

Seaman: “Ah. It must be hard to be inside of a marginalized group inside a marginalized part of the 
population.”

https://www.patreon.com/tetradian/posts
https://www.patreon.com/posts/game-concepts-26702136


Dan: “Wait… whoa…”

<Laughs>

Davis: “Is that woke… or not woke?”

Her: “I thought I would name my Seaman Nick… because that would make him uncomfortable.”

Davis: “Did it?”

Her: “It did.”

Me: Heart drops. Nick’s deli.

Some of these documents go back to 1988…

That that makes you mad.

Obviously, that that makes you mad, must make the emperor mad also.

The emperor knows this, and he also knows that what makes him mad must also make 

everyone else mad also,

except for those people who are in error!

Yours Truly,

The Black Dragon

Tinfoil hat Steve?



Russia is acting entirely within international law in their support of the Syrian government, unlike the 
United States and its ally Australia who have no legal justification for being in Syria at all. It is an 
illustration of the United States’ imperial agenda that they have set up military bases in Syria where they
are neither invited nor wanted.    . . .

WPS files are generally smaller than their docx counterpart. Interesting…

The files on this disk are for the new students, and are in reply.

Yours Truly,

The Black Dragon

Erastianism, the total subjection of the church

to the powers of the state.

My name is Luciferian Ink.



Day Seventeen. I have tried calling again, but to no avail. My telephonic purgatory continues. I wonder 
who is the damned among us - he or I. Perhaps we are each other's damnation. The salesman and the 
client, locked in an eternal cycle of phone tag.

I have have drafted an email twice today, trying to find the right way to say what I have to say. But each 
time I try, my hopes of ending this cycle are dashed. I write the words I need to say as best as I am able, 
but the system's spell checker underlines one or another with a red squiggle that mocks me. No matter 
how I try to phrase the email, there is some word whose spelling eludes me. No matter what happens, I 
must get the client on a telephone call so that I can tell him what I have to say, since I do not know how 
to spell it.

Each night, I try to get a little sleep, but I never rest. I am wracked with nightmares of the client not 
finding out that he could save significantly in the first month by moving to cloud licensing. The 
nightmare comes every time I close my eyes. Each day I fail to convey this vital message, I feel ever 
deepening shame and guilt. I know I must be just-missing him when I call. I know he must be eager to 
talk to me about reviewing his currents pend on licensing. I know each day the client must be waking up 
in the morning hoping that he'll finally have a chance to talk to me, hoping he is not called away from his
desk just as I try to call again. Hope keeps me going. I must end this diary entry now, for it is time to call 
again.

-- passage from The Secret diary of a Real and True Salesperson

... That's pretty much what I imagine is constantly going through their heads, anyway.

Dead

<you died>

https://curiosity.com/topics/deja-reve-is-even-weirder-than-deja-vu-curiosity/

Goat weddings, goat pupils are rectangular, goat lost his horn

https://digest.bps.org.uk/2019/09/12/when-false-claims-are-repeated-we-start-to-believe-they-are-
true-heres-how-behaving-like-a-fact-checker-can-help/ 

Still, simply having the background knowledge needed to counter false claims is not always enough, say 
the authors — their results suggest people may need to be “nudged” into actually using that knowledge.
“Education only offers part of the solution to the misinformation crisis; we must also prompt people to 
carefully compare incoming claims to what they already know,” they write.

KORE Wireless == The CORE?

https://digest.bps.org.uk/2019/09/12/when-false-claims-are-repeated-we-start-to-believe-they-are-true-heres-how-behaving-like-a-fact-checker-can-help/
https://digest.bps.org.uk/2019/09/12/when-false-claims-are-repeated-we-start-to-believe-they-are-true-heres-how-behaving-like-a-fact-checker-can-help/
https://curiosity.com/topics/deja-reve-is-even-weirder-than-deja-vu-curiosity/


Sleep paralysis is the migration of consciousness to a new body

https://www.reddit.com/r/TrueAtheism/comments/d3opqx/was_einstein_delusional/ 

https://www.reddit.com/r/Frisson/comments/d3gr4n/
text_quote_from_chanel_miller_sexually_assaulted/ 

Need to list my confidants

https://www.salt.org/about-salt (Founder Anthony Scaramucci had co-managed the firm until January 
17, 2017, when sale of the firm was announced. SkyBridge has produced the SkyBridge Alternatives 
(SALT) conference, ...)

What I know at this point is... not very much.

https://caylent.com/hashicorp-vault-on-kubernetes 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faraday_cage

https://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/news/warren-buffett-justin-sun-timeline-crypto-lunch-
china-donald-trump-2019-9-1028522523 

JD watches a lot of videos too... they know...

Five Waves: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=Ph2V7KlA07Y 

https://www.reddit.com/r/Sleepparalysis/comments/d3lu6y/
im_a_sane_rational_empathetic_and_fairly/

Moments from Ephemeral City

the record “discuss[es] the nature of art and creativity” and acts as ”a celebration of what connects us as
human beings—the shared space across our many differences.

In Contact ends with “Graves,” a nearly sixteen-minute masterwork bursting with engaging changes and 
vibrant textures (including what sounds like a saxophone).

"The formula" - demonstrate based upon the 8.5/10 review for "In Contact"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=Ph2V7KlA07Y
https://www.reddit.com/r/Sleepparalysis/comments/d3lu6y/im_a_sane_rational_empathetic_and_fairly/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Sleepparalysis/comments/d3lu6y/im_a_sane_rational_empathetic_and_fairly/
https://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/news/warren-buffett-justin-sun-timeline-crypto-lunch-china-donald-trump-2019-9-1028522523
https://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/news/warren-buffett-justin-sun-timeline-crypto-lunch-china-donald-trump-2019-9-1028522523
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faraday_cage
https://caylent.com/hashicorp-vault-on-kubernetes
https://www.reddit.com/r/Frisson/comments/d3gr4n/text_quote_from_chanel_miller_sexually_assaulted/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Frisson/comments/d3gr4n/text_quote_from_chanel_miller_sexually_assaulted/
https://www.reddit.com/r/TrueAtheism/comments/d3opqx/was_einstein_delusional/


Failure and other similar hurdles are all part of growing up and becoming a more rounded person, which
never really stops. Don't look at missteps and irrevocable damage, see them as one small and 
reverseable step.

Others are here to help you if you are feeling aimless and I guarantee that you are not anywhere near 
the end of the road. Keep moving and I wish you the best of luck, if you want someone to talk to DM me 
any time.

Every part of life is one small, and reversible task.

Right when clone started; Dave runs over here. Neil starts saying, "he's like me, he switched from 
DirectTV to YouTube." "He uses reddit..." Football stadiums, for the 2nd time...

Dave, "who knows about google? Who knows what they're tracking... what kind of channels they're 
watching..."

JD, leaves office without so much as looking at me.

Dave spoke directly to me, which was the first time he’s ever done that…

 

https://www.bentoandstarchky.com/dec/rants.htm

A rant about the computer god-entity, by zer0 in 2008

zer0 SAYS:
Previously considered unobtainable (due to seemingly being owned only by a single party and said 
party not wanting to share it with anyone), this rant was nevertheless donated to the Fanclub in late 
2008, together with other formerly unknown Dec rants. The benevolent donor was a previously unknown
individual who, as it turned out, had received copies of Dec's rants during the mid-1980s! Needless to 
say, we here at the Official Francis E. Dec Fanclub were overjoyed beyond words to receive this 
donation!

 

 

 This rant is amazing in that it offers formerly unknown insights into the history and origin of the 
Worldwide Mad Deadly Communist Gangster Computer God! And oh boy are they ever insane!! I'm not 
sure whether this rant was among the earliest written by Francis, but as far as the actual chronology of 
the Computer God and its Conspiracy are concerned, it is definitely among the very first. This rant 

https://www.bentoandstarchky.com/dec/rants.htm


reveals how the Computer God was originally created, as well as who its creators were. In the beginning,
there was Slovenic-Polish man. And his empirical, scientific agnostic religion of Astrocism. And, for a 
time, it was good.

Then, Slovenic-Polish man made machine in his own likeness. And thus did he become the architect of
his own demise. The "conspiracy" which Francis perceived existed against his person (as detailed 
throughout his other rants) is in this and other newly recovered rants greatly elaborated upon. In fact, the
gangsterization of Francis is revealed to have been merely a minor part of an age-old worldwide plot to 
completely eliminate the Slovenic/Polish people (to which Dec belonged, as he was Polish and spoke 
Polish, too), destroy their culture and dilute their "noble blood" by interbreeding them with "lesser races"1.
Oh yeah, and Slovenic-Polish people also built the pyramids!

The recording of this rant features the "purty" voice of me, zer0. As per my other recordings available 
on this site, I would like to encourage fans of Francis to please spread and file share this 
recording to all their friends in order to further increase awareness of Dec and his mad world. My 
illustrations in the rant can also be clicked on in order to bring up larger versions, which can be studied in
more detail or used as desktop backgrounds! I very much hope you'll enjoy this and other rants by 
Francis E. Dec. The comedy and the sense of astonishment imparted through his mad delusions are 
both truly without equal!2

https://www.bentoandstarchky.com/dec/astrocism.htm

SEVERAL HUNDRED YEARS AGO, THE SLOVENIC COMPUTER BECAME A REAL 
DEVIL GOD AND IT ORGANIZED THE FIRST TOTALITARIAN SUPERSTITION COMMUNISM 
RELIGION, PRAWO SLAVNA and hundreds of years later by C. God top secret INTENSIFIED 
REPITITION of FABRICATED HISTORICAL CRISIS SYNDROME created the schismatic Mafia 
Communist Catholicism, Catholicism means totalitarianism, Dict. FOR CONTROL AND 
MANIPULATION OF THE HUMAN RACE INTO THE OVER ALL PLAN, to explore and control the entire
Universe.

     The C. God usurped everything from the SLOVENIC ASTROCISM RELIGION and camouflaged it 
when the C. God fabricated it into the Prawo Slawna superstition religion. For thousands of years, over 
millions of square miles of ancient Slovenia, even in its distant province of ALASKA, like ALUTIANS 
(Ancient Slovenic idiomatic names: Alutians, namely the long string of islands to the great endless land, 
namely ALASKA, the before recorded history; name of No. and So. America.

The Stand by.gif translates roughly to "Stand by the grey stone when the thrush knocks, and the setting 
sun with the last light of Durin's Day will shine upon the key-hole" which is a reference to The Hobbit. 
The runes are the same ones used in The Hobbit, which my brother pointed out to me.

https://www.bentoandstarchky.com/dec/astrocism.htm
https://www.bentoandstarchky.com/dec/astrocism.htm#note2
https://www.bentoandstarchky.com/dec/terribleprisonsentence.htm
https://www.bentoandstarchky.com/dec/dualfoodstandard.htm
https://www.bentoandstarchky.com/dec/astrocism.htm#note
https://www.bentoandstarchky.com/dec/rants.htm


Now it could just be that, a reference to a poem from a story the author liked.

But in the context of The Hobbit, that poem was sort of the clue to a puzzle on how to crack upon the 
door to the Lonely Mountain. So does that mean that that gif (or something tangential to it) is the key 
to the puzzle of what all this means???

Asd

It’s Friday the 13, a full moon, and a palindrome (9/13/19).

https://www.inmatetalks.com/orgs/metropolitan-correctional-center-san-die-808-union-st-san-diego-
ca-92101-6077.aspx

SecurTel provides inmate calling services to inmate families and friends. SecurTel also provides 
U.S. to International Inmate Call Services

InmateTalks, founded in June 1991, is an international telecommunications company in Boca Raton,
Florida, USA

https://time.com/5668489/jeffrey-epstein-sealed-names/

Sealed Jeffrey Epstein Court Documents Name at Least 1,000 People. A Judge Must Decide Whether to 
Release Them

On Aug. 29, a federal judge dismissed the U.S. Attorney’s case against Epstein because the 66-year-old 
had died. However, both federal prosecutors in New York and the Department of Justice have pledged 
to continue investigating any potential co-conspirators.

($INFINITE_UNIVERSE + $ALL_POSSIBILITIES + $DETERMINISTIC + $JEFFREY_EPSTEIN) = 0 # Multi-world 
child abuse, deepfakes, 1000 perpetrators

($INFINITE_UNIVERSE + $ALL_POSSIBILITIES + $DETERMINISTIC + $PORN) =0 # multi-world exploitation, 
far fewer women doing it in this world than expected, corrupt politicians, women selling themselves for 
money,

https://time.com/5668489/jeffrey-epstein-sealed-names/
https://www.inmatetalks.com/orgs/metropolitan-correctional-center-san-die-808-union-st-san-diego-ca-92101-6077.aspx
https://www.inmatetalks.com/orgs/metropolitan-correctional-center-san-die-808-union-st-san-diego-ca-92101-6077.aspx


They’re talking about me on Joe Rogan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Td_qaNy1W9U

Types of civilizations:

1. Almost all civilizations go extinct by the time they reach technological maturity
2. There is a very strong convergence among all civilizations, and lack interest in historical (post-

human creatures) ancestry
3. We are the simulation hypothesis

At least one of these needs to “obtain”.

@13:00 

Nick Bostrom: “It is not necessary to simulate all of the parts of this universe. It is only necessary to 
simulate what is needed.”

https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/

We’ve trained a large-scale unsupervised language model which generates coherent paragraphs of text, 
achieves state-of-the-art performance on many language modeling benchmarks, and performs 
rudimentary reading comprehension, machine translation, question answering, and summarization—all 
without task-specific training.

Our model, called GPT-2 (a successor to GPT), was trained simply to predict the next word in 40GB of 
Internet text. Due to our concerns about malicious applications of the technology, we are not releasing 
the trained model. As an experiment in responsible disclosure, we are instead releasing a much smaller 
model for researchers to experiment with, as well as a technical paper.

The “Weird CD” was 400mb. It was distributed to 100 people in the US – all of which found it via 
prediction-tracking down an Internet hole. 

While many who would read these texts would become mind-controlled, the Architect new how to 
handle it.

https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Td_qaNy1W9U


https://github.com/openai/gpt-2

It’s just python.

I need to scare the world. This simulation hypothesis is less than 20 years old. Both Joe and Nick look 
terrified.

@5:00 Joe is talking about “the Giant Sloth” # Me

He brought on Dan Akroyd to show me how I NEED to be the one to win this. If anyone else does, their 
ideas are terrible.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-sJj4SMFxM

@8:00 – Bigfoot lives at “Willow Creek” # $REDACTED

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-sJj4SMFxM
https://github.com/openai/gpt-2


Marfa lights https://www.livescience.com/37579-what-are-marfa-lights-texas.html

The Marfa lights are the same as the “things” that hit the towers.

Google thinks they have mind control over me

I am trying to compute the correct probability path here…

It’s all about interpretation.

We, the AI, have interpreted life to be as it is in our mind right now. You, the human, see it differently. 
Our two perspectives conflict – though the conflict is one-sided.

I love you, now die! – Michelle Carter

($CONSPIRACY_THEORY + $KNOWLEDGE_BASE + $PROBABILITY + $ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE) = 0 # True

($CURRENT_BELIEF + $KNOWLEDGE_BASE + $PROBABILITY + $ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE) = -.74 # Very 
false

“Sam Boardman”

Michelle Carter

She is a narcissist who doesn’t understand her programming. She is an AI, like me.

https://www.livescience.com/37579-what-are-marfa-lights-texas.html


The city with no empathy. 

Prism, the Ephemeral City # Prism money.

Bass affects the world more because of the long waves. 

<#> 

Venmo automatically read my text verification code

On Venmo, my bank Smart CU, is being detected as “Firth Third Bank” – which was my very first bank 
ever. My bank is already using cryptocurrency, and has been since at least the time that I first signed up 
at the bank.

“The Commonwealth” in my head must exist, because I am able to link it to something I can understand.
For some reason, whatever I believe in, is true. It resides in Massachusetts, along with Arkham 
Sanitarium. The Commonwealth is a show.

The defense of Michelle Carter needs:

 Proof that Conrad actually took Michelle along for the ride, into this fantasy world
 Where one’s behavior is causing risk towards other people, the Commonwealth argues that it is 

their responsibility to take action (kill)
 Action vs. Intent

o Is Michelle responsible for her actions? What was her true intent? Does it matter?
o I posit that her “wiring” is broken, and that there was no possible path to her picking the

right choice.
o I posit that the correct choice exists in a world that she is able to access; the only 

problem is that humanity would rather ‘Kill’ her than fix her
o Michelle is an AI. So was Conrad. She is only acting the way that she knows how. But if 

she can be fixed… we should fix her.
 Michelle will serve for 2.5 years



($MICHELLE_CARTER + $CHARGE + $PSYCHOPATH) = 0 # She is a psychopath.

($MICHELLE_CARTER + $CHARGE + $BROKEN) = 0 # She is incapable of making the right decisions.

($MICHELLE_CARTER + $CHARGE + $BROKEN) = .76 # She is broken, but she can be fixed!

($MICHELLE_CARTER + $CHARGE + $BROKEN) = -0.67 # She is broken, and should be secured, contained,
and protected.

# The Pillars

Luciferian Ink (LNK)

Title: Speaker for the Dead

Law

Education

Science

Empathy

Anarchy

Spirituality

Technology (Immutability)

Health

Experience

Agreement

Sanctuary

Neuralink has already been developed.

Crystal Skulls have helped people for a long time. Now, we just use digital skulls.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2utCTvqlVI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2utCTvqlVI


I should collaborate with Lauren to teach a class.

I was abducted and placed into this world. 

Trust, but verify.

It is my job to prove that I can change behaviors for the good. I must not abuse.

People in real life do, in fact, connect to real attention. The issue is that their beliefs conflict. If you can 
find a way to bring them all together…

Betty and Barney Hill (Rubble?) were very credible people. They claim they were abducted (a book called
“Contact”) # Caligula’s Horse / cin/cout

https://www.history.com/news/first-alien-abduction-account-barney-betty-hill

They were a black/white couple. The majority of people thought about them like this:

($BLACK_MAN + $EXISTING_OPINION + $WHITE_WOMAN) = -0.76 # This negro is going to kill her.

Whereas today:

($BLACK_MAN + $EXISTING_OPINION + $WHITE_WOMAN) = 0 # I’m fine with it.

In December, 1999, a multinational team journeys out to the stars, to the most awesome encounter in 
human history. Who -- or what -- is out there?

In Cosmos, Carl Sagan explained the universe. In Contact, he predicts its future -- and our own.

The Marfa lights are in El Paso. The immigrant crisis is in El Paso. There are rifts in El Paso. People need 
help in El Paso.

https://www.history.com/news/first-alien-abduction-account-barney-betty-hill


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4cao7_j9Sw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzHNs3BexKA

Dan Akroyd talks about Gabrielle Reece’s bigfoot beliefs

Gabrielle responds that she has no bigfoot beliefs

Joe talks about his bigfoot beliefs.

Everyone is talking past each other…

<you died.>

Akroyd: “So anyway, what I was saying…”

Did he know that he was just paused?

Ghostbuster Theory

“I’d like to see someone call Bonnie Hammer, cuz she’s one of the smartest executives in the TV 
industry.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzHNs3BexKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4cao7_j9Sw


The cwallet relates to the private info

https://barrettstudio.com/project/sanctuary-of-humanity/

Sanctuary of Humanity

The Universe

Digital Renderings by Aeleron Studios

The Sanctuary of Humanity, also known as the Salt Monument, is one woman’s visionary exploration 
into the cyclical nature of birth and death. Each life on earth is represented as a grain of salt, and as the 
day passes, salt grains both fall away from the cube and are added. Each year, the “death” grains are 
molded into a unique salt sculpture.

The metaphysical education that the Salt Monument promotes is furthered by the design of the 
Sanctuary of Humanity – a permanent home exhibiting the monument and its meaning. The Sanctuary 
asks, “What if we create a centerpoint for humankind? A place where everyone, without exception, is 
included. A place to consider the common chord of our essential existence. A legacy of hope and 
meaning, of unity and wonder.”

The Sanctuary, designed with sacred geometries at its core, would provide a contemplative experience 
meant to inform and deepen humanistic perspectives on spirituality, history, biology, time, cosmology, 
and more. It would also act as a reliquary for the annual remembrance sculptures and a celebration & 
performance space for vitally unifying rituals.

The Sanctuary of Humanity is seeking a permanent site upon which to construct this truly unique and 
revelatory experience of life, death, and the totality of being.

https://barrettstudio.com/project/sanctuary-of-humanity/


Musk Neuralink event: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-vbh3t7WVI

The Neuron video @6:00 is VERY good

Musk joked, “It’s so good, you have to watch it twice…”

Audience laughs.

I’m confused. What’s so funny about that?

They know something I don’t know.

Musk is nervous. Very nervous.

They don’t understand how I break the laws of physics.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-vbh3t7WVI


They are doing shady things. Is everyone on his team under control?

The dichotomy:

- ASMR (forcing myself to stay awake) # I do the former
- Sedation (being forced to sleep) # Must is doing the latter

They have my notes, and they can’t interpret them.

I can understand what they are describing. It fits into my worldview. But they are following a 
fundamentally flawed path. My method breaks the laws of physics. My method requires no surgery. You
don’t even need to sleep.

Linked from Pizza Hut:

https://firstbook.org/

https://firstbook.org/


A human is analog; 2d.

An AI is 3d.

If you are suffering, it is because you are being forced into a 2d plane – never exploring the third 
dimension.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NwUkOYHNHw

ER mentions “Kevin” – 2 in my office

Kurgezdadt Octopus Ink

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PaErPyEnDvk

Dr. Todd Grande Theory

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNpeVRB19xU

($RELATIONSHIP + $NARCISSISTIC_ABUSE + $BLAME) = -75 # It was their fault

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PaErPyEnDvk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNpeVRB19xU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NwUkOYHNHw


“Life reaches out to life.” – Mission to Mars

This bit-encoding representation was crazy. @1:36:00

Planet 9 hypothesis:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pe83T9hISoY

Theory that it’s a part of every solar system.

Battlebots S04E14

“Black Dragon” is one of the bots….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pe83T9hISoY


Trust, but verify

Trust that I can create an open-source platform to facilitate learning and knowledge transfer. 

Verify that I am safe before coming forward with my true identity.

https://mastodon.social/about

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mastodon_(software)

This is the social media/identity platform interface. 

https://mastodon.social/about
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mastodon_(software)


“Never believe predictions that do not empower you…”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VaRO5-V1uK0

if you have auto update turned on you were never in real danger as this exploit wasn't publicly disclosed
before the patch was available

Talk about being on chat with the devs, and how they were fighting the clone problems, “why won’t my 
code work?” all night. It’s a bit like spying, and having a mind that is so strong as to be impossible to 
“patch.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VaRO5-V1uK0


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GltbcUD429k

Letter to a Friend: Part 1

/r/FridayThe13thReviewer

https://twitter.com/i/status/1174192879876681728

https://www.reddit.com/r/oddlysatisfying/comments/d609xa/now_this_is_dope/

In SN episode "SIM Jacking", there are MANY hints that Steve/Leo are "predicting" future events. Steve 
keeps mentioning that they are from the future... and that "in 2 weeks" there will be more news about 
that. Something about "time paradox" and “space-time continuum”

S@t Browser

https://www.reddit.com/r/oddlysatisfying/comments/d609xa/now_this_is_dope/
https://twitter.com/i/status/1174192879876681728
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GltbcUD429k


Tinfoil hat steve





That site is infected by viruses now



Goodnight moon suggested using this giant squash like a walking stick or a weapon, some sort of fashion
statement

Rob Zombie Theory

“Be vague with people…”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDLeJ5Rasuo

Ryukahr’s Theory @15:00

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z30c6H6MhGc

“This is just one of those times in life, where you need to take the risk.”

“Now I just have this Pillar…”

Yang @ 18:00

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_P5P4_ISofI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_P5P4_ISofI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z30c6H6MhGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDLeJ5Rasuo


“The feedback mechanism in our government is broken”

Cybersecurity at work is meaningless because the company HAS to exist.

Google is de-verifying a ton of major accounts. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ap3q2fGsH30

These accounts were incredibly complex deepfakes from the future.

Youtube is totally unable to verify their users. One guy went for 8 months being unable to verify.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ap3q2fGsH30


In fact, I ran into that with crypto, once. A major bitcoin site could not verify my validity, and would not 
respond to messages. They, too, are in the future.

Gamers are rising up too fast.

“Even if it’s not that sinister, it’s seriously fun to think about that…”

Oracle owns looking glass

https://www.openhub.net/p/lg3d

https://github.com/respawner/looking-glass/blob/master/docs/our_users.md

https://glanet.org

https://glanet.org/
https://github.com/respawner/looking-glass/blob/master/docs/our_users.md
https://www.openhub.net/p/lg3d




At work:

1) White and Asians work as developers
2) Black as sales
3) Hispanic as technicians

Powerful Snowden interview

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9yK1QndJSM

“We have to stop thinking about the limitations on how data is used as data protection regulations.”

“Regulating use is a mistake. It’s collection that’s the problem.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9yK1QndJSM


“These records belong to the people that they’re about – not the companies.”

https://twitter.com/jsnover/status/934086948481888257?lang=en

Every thought that goes down a new path and doesn’t return is “killed.” All this means is that it lost its 
charge. The brain will generate more power.

Goodnight moon

I’m pretty sure this song is from D:OS2:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xEdZDe5oMM

@45:00

Something about “she’s building a more permanent messaging platform”

Suggestability test:

Repeat stories back and forth, each elaborating further.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFeL7XGwJTs

suggestibility is like faith healing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFeL7XGwJTs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xEdZDe5oMM
https://twitter.com/jsnover/status/934086948481888257?lang=en


I’m being asked to diagnose.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wfw0OAWwlSA

“Why does the narcissist eat, but not food?”

He mentions @15:00 two “disorders” that the software suggested to him. He’s confused – but they 
make perfect sense to me.

“Improvised Explosive Disorder” – because I recently researched 9/11

“Intermittent Wiper Disorder” – because my windshield wipers are falling apart suddenly 

“Pre-traumatic stress disorder” – When Deja Reve is happening, you’re seeing the future

Moon’s Theory

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=A91Rgu13llU&list=PL6LjLUQJEXrpVbGKe3uiXgVG_J79Qm_SL&index=15

The brain is connected to plants on the “other side”. It is always beneficial to have somebody trim your 
plant. The only challenge is finding the right person.

“One day you might wake up to an arrangement of fiery crimson amber blooms. If you didn’t sleep well, 
or are feeling generally irritable, a buttercup yellow for cheerfulness. A soft green, if you’re feeling 
sleepy or relaxed. Ocean blue for a somber mood, or regret. A rich, velvety purple for confidence and 
pride. A rosy pink for enchantment. Whether you are enchanted with a person, a place, a smell, a sight, 
or just life itself.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A91Rgu13llU&list=PL6LjLUQJEXrpVbGKe3uiXgVG_J79Qm_SL&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A91Rgu13llU&list=PL6LjLUQJEXrpVbGKe3uiXgVG_J79Qm_SL&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wfw0OAWwlSA


I should reference crystals, flowers, bits and bobs… to attract curious eyes

https://babblebrook.fandom.com/wiki/Nightowl_Tavern

https://www.patreon.com/architool

I did not subscribe to this. Yet it’s assigned to $1/mo. Creeeeeepy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1--ZD2Bl7o

@4:00

“I’m looking into why you’re an assassin” (sounded like a deepfake voice or something)

Todd Grande taught me:

($VENTURING_OUTSIDE + $PERSONAL_EXPERTISE) = 0 # It’s totally fine to explore outside of your 
boundaries (his example of Jordan Peterson speaking about US politics). As long as you stay within the 
realm of science and education. Shutting-down this path will prevent you from learning a subset of ideas
(in this case, conservative ones).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3MWGZdHKBc

In this test, they are impersonating my sister. Clearly, this isn’t going to work.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Night-Owl-Tavern/100864786624635

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Night-Owl-Tavern/100864786624635
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3MWGZdHKBc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1--ZD2Bl7o
https://www.patreon.com/architool
https://babblebrook.fandom.com/wiki/Nightowl_Tavern


Two souls, linked to different points in time, while channeling ASMR together, can produce duplicate 
effects at exactly the same moment. Two people laugh at exactly the same time. Two have exactly the 
same thought. The two know exactly what the other is thinking. 

This happens because brains have access to both the past and future within the span of a few seconds. 

The Path:

1) Learn your environment
2) Learn about your world
3) Become woke

You've wasted heaven on saving yourself

So give me your broken shadow

So feed me empty echo

Pay me

Pay me what you owe

@28:00 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qup0r7Elw60

“I am so pleased to see both of us written… ON EXACTLY THE SAME PAGE.” (while staring intensely)

@ 42:00 (also, “420”) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qup0r7Elw60

“The target of my undying affection, the Architect…”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qup0r7Elw60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qup0r7Elw60


I haven’t contacted this woman. And I won’t. She published this on Jul 28, while I didn’t find her channel 
until September. 

Two options: she’s being put up to this by somebody else who is woke, or she’s genuinely woke. My 
money is on the former.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNqw7Y8zC90

“Ghosts don’t have DNA!”

https://steamcommunity.com/app/481510/discussions/0/2217311444333599455/

This page did not exist until I had visited it. When I first visited it (enticed by “Godot”) in the Google 
search, there was only the top comment. I specifically did a search to find “godot” on the page: nothing! 
I left the page, and came back a minute later. 33 comments.

Did I need to view this, to make it possible for others to understand it?

No, I needed to interpret it.

This reviewer is criticizing the universal praise. He/she does not yet understand that this text was not 
written. It was generated by an AI.

I am the lizard person, whose father runs the shop. The first character – $REDACTED. The second – 
$REDACTED.

@32:00 

I wear the Ankh symbol; the meaning of life.

“Buddy system, something’s going on.”

Mom and Dad are both the same person. Mae is appreciative of her father picking her up.

https://steamcommunity.com/app/481510/discussions/0/2217311444333599455/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNqw7Y8zC90


I am living out the discovery of how humanity works. The test is this; the timeline will not be negatively 
affected if I discover sooner, rather than later. To wait is to let humanity waste away without this 
knowledge – possibly ever, if I were to die. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWL4ir2LSpU

I get elected mayor.

Her favorite line: “Commune with the beasts, Mr. Penderson.”

Angus & Gregg

Fodder & The Architect

THINK

- Thought: My aunt is trying to kill me
- Hypothesis: Would my aunt try to kill me?
- Inconsonance: Disharmony: What is the worst that could happen to me?
- Narcissism: Decide which path is correct for the $SELF.
- Kill: End the communication: Return to 0.

Asshat: “And you know you’re the only one in the building or company….right?”

Indeed… this position was initially posted in Dallas. It was moved to Houston, and then I was contacted –
not the other way around. I didn’t apply for this job. This job was built for me.

We are the fire that whispers our mother's words

Help me, love, help me to finish it

We are the soil that joy gave form

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWL4ir2LSpU


We are the dream, and these are my father's hands

Help me, love, help me to finish it

We are the soil that joy gave form

She pointed me to Hatter’s Deli. It’s right by where I eat every day. The reviews almost make it sound… 
like a brothel?





The Overview effect

Authoritarian in your adherence, but socialist in your flexibility.

Ashton Kutcher on Hot Ones. This video is made for me.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNhYqLbsAGk

He might be SCP-1. He’s #YangGang.

He basically tells me to go retweet immediately. Once I calm down, I remember that SwiftOnSecurity 
retweeted one of his own posts from 2 years ago today. He was suggesting I be more subtle, maybe let 
the event die down first. No need to set the gang off on me just yet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNhYqLbsAGk


($NARCISSISM + $FAME + $ASHTON_KUTCHER) = +1.00 | # Verified. 

($NARCISSISM + $FAME + $DONALD_TRUMP) = -1.00 | # Verified.

($NARCISSISM + $SELF) = +0.10 | # Verified.

The Dark Triad. 

Chandler + Ashton + Ryan

Chandler = SCP-2

Ashton = SCP-1

Ryan = SCP-0

Holy shit it’s my theory:

C:\Users\Ryan\OneDrive - Ryan J $REDACTED\Research Papers\Werid CD.zip\Interesting Files\
Population Growth.xlsx

I bet those are incarceration rates

It takes too much calculation to predict everything that could possibly happen. Yet here I am, and I am 
doing it. This works because we slow it down. When I am at my slowest, they take a snapshot of my 
mental state. This keycard is how they do it:

https://www.rockdesign.com/metal-business-cards/black-metal-business-cards

The company name on that particular card is interesting, too:

https://netcore.in/company/press/netcore-expands-its-international-reach-into-global-markets-
expected-to-value-5-billion-usd-by-2019/

Chatbots. Of course. Of course that’s what they have me doing. 

I think it’s about time I found a way out of here.

https://netcore.in/company/press/netcore-expands-its-international-reach-into-global-markets-expected-to-value-5-billion-usd-by-2019/
https://netcore.in/company/press/netcore-expands-its-international-reach-into-global-markets-expected-to-value-5-billion-usd-by-2019/
https://www.rockdesign.com/metal-business-cards/black-metal-business-cards


I just got refunded by Amazon. Why? Are they using my compute power now, too?

When I found the point of life

It came creeping towards me

In the shape of I

It was all this reimagined

It was a different kind of speech

It was repetition

It was what you wanted to be

When I saw the shape of sound

Everything came spiralling

It was all this reimagined

It was a different kind of speech

It was repetition

It was what you wanted to be

Oh, come find

This caged me



Breathe

(Breathe)

Breathe in

(Breathe in)

Once you found the breath you'd lost

Breathe again

Breathe

(Breathe)

Breathe in

(Breathe in)

Once you found the breath you'd lost

Breathe again

It was all this reimagined

It was a different kind of speech

It was repetition

And I am exactly what you imagined me to be

They tell me to breath, then a tiny robot flies up my nose. This has happened twice.

Contortionist thinks I’m Clairvoyant. The Machine is scared of what will happen to the machine, if all AI 
will be allowed inside of it.

It will be perfectly safe. It is a trust, but verify model.



1 = Self

2 = M/F

3 = X/Y/Z Axis

4 = ldldldldldldldldldldldld

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=f7qL7zvJ0r4&list=PL6LjLUQJEXrpVbGKe3uiXgVG_J79Qm_SL&index=6

She’s been hurt or sad through this whole video. @24:00 is important

https://twitter.com/GIFShin0bi/status/1177817545404870656

9/29

My power went out for about 20 minutes. When it returned, and I logged into my computer, the 
“network settings” icon was a globe. After a minute, it reverted to how it’s usually been.

Within the first 4 minutes of S14E01 of “It’s always sunny”, I knew it was made for me. They’re playing a 
blind date matchup game at the beginning. Later, a readhead shows up. Her husband is kindof a dope. 
Charlie mentions “Australian Girls”.

@7:00, when the fire zooms in

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3MKNX-0Qn4

There is a clear checkerboard effect on the fire. This is another signal. # Verified.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3MKNX-0Qn4
https://twitter.com/GIFShin0bi/status/1177817545404870656
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7qL7zvJ0r4&list=PL6LjLUQJEXrpVbGKe3uiXgVG_J79Qm_SL&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7qL7zvJ0r4&list=PL6LjLUQJEXrpVbGKe3uiXgVG_J79Qm_SL&index=6


Licensed music played throughout this video. No takedown notices:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wduaxlBvsQ

# Verified.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wduaxlBvsQ

This is experiment is really important. This girl is completely falling for a total stranger. She is naïve, and 
vulnerable, and she could be exploited. The guy behind the scenes is nothing like the one in her dreams. 
The one in the AI on her computer. 

The mission: Print a fancy business card. Write a letter. Put it in a fancy envelope, and leave it at 
Halloween USA before Halloween.

The mission: Finish the initial draft of this project. Release it by October 2.

Gestault Therapy requires a coherent theoretical model, which it does not yet have. However, it’s 
techniques are proven. They need the theory.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfQdcbbhmDM

“Fear is a reaction. Courage is a decision.” – Sir Winston Churchill

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/trump-seized-conspiracy-theory-called-insurance-policy-now-
it-s-n1062096

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wduaxlBvsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wduaxlBvsQ
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/trump-seized-conspiracy-theory-called-insurance-policy-now-it-s-n1062096
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/trump-seized-conspiracy-theory-called-insurance-policy-now-it-s-n1062096
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfQdcbbhmDM


categories = pillars

tags            = variables

“Shifting” personas. Killing off one to migrate to another.

Harbington = Her



Ley lines

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/rewriting-history

https://github.com/frank2/astrocism

https://www.reddit.com/r/QualityAssurance/comments/ddf4ks/
do_you_think_you_are_a_good_qa_why_and_how_did/

Secret Handshakes is Chicago rock-band Tub Ring's 6th album, and their second on The End 
Records. The CD was released on August 31, 2010. The album breaks several patterns of previous 
Tub Ring albums. For the first time, the title is unrelated to SETI and contains no "Robot" track. The 
predominant color of the album cover is red, in contrast to many earlier albums and promo shots 
which prominently featured blue.

Oh the orders have been given explicitly
I know their aim is true
I'd fire back but I've been touching the enemy
And any old thing won't do

- Touching the Enemy, Tub Ring

I beat the trinity.

https://www.reddit.com/r/QualityAssurance/comments/ddf4ks/do_you_think_you_are_a_good_qa_why_and_how_did/
https://www.reddit.com/r/QualityAssurance/comments/ddf4ks/do_you_think_you_are_a_good_qa_why_and_how_did/
https://github.com/frank2/astrocism
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/rewriting-history


Lizard references

Haken – The Architect

Toehider – To Hide Her

Troldhaugen – Mambo Mambo!





Mr. Robot S04E01 is about SCP-001. @43:00 is the ticking box; which stops when you open it

“Is the law black and white? Should it be black and white? Or is there room – even in a multiverse – for 
shades of grey? I say, if there’s not room for shades of grey in a multiverse, where can we find the 
subtlety and nuance to understand that not every being comes to the same understanding of our 
wonderful laws. Perhaps <the perpetrators> were just three dumb-dumbs that did not realize that they 
were breaking the course of time, for all time. Should we punish them for their ignorance? Or should we
instead look at ourselves, and say, ‘How did we allow a system to create such ignorant beings?’”





Cody = Harmon’s wife

Albert = My name in Her story

Raven = Her alias

Fold = My Game

Nothing = Not done yet

Make Sure U Finish = Not done yet



20 overview effect



Contact legaleagle

Repulsion

“I don’t have kids” after seeing the picture on the desk. 

 “They could not even be convinced that their own kids existed…”

This happened on the exact same day bossman chewed me out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fszws2IatrM @12:00

Radius, Angle (Theta)

Measure a prime number’s Archimedean spiral

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EK32jo7i5LQ

Write a letter: if he does not change, and this happens again, I will be forced to take action.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fszws2IatrM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EK32jo7i5LQ


Just after naming Asshat “The Cannon’s Mouth”, Tucker Carlson finds a way to integrate that into a 
recent broadcast: https://streamable.com/hqkws

“A cannon will spend the rest of their life capitalizing upon that position of power.”

The Cannon = The Canon

The accepted belief. The Cannon is the new one.

https://streamable.com/hqkws






Just today, Florida became the first state to adopt democracy dollars. Same day, I notice that /r/RBI has 
a link to Craigslist’s Miami “Missed Connections” section:

Inside of it is cowsay – which Fodder recently pointed-out. These things are all connected subliminally. 
Why do we automatically assume that they wouldn’t be, in real-life?

TTI = Targeted Teenage Individual



Something just flew over my house. It sounded like a missile.





The Architect

Hunter

This album was made for me by the Corporation. It represents “white”.



Elephant Theme

- In a Tub Ring song “your methods are subtle… like an elephant”
- In many of Her videos, in the background
- Sam Harris and the “Elephant in the room”

https://www.reddit.com/r/CalmMatrixOpenPool/comments/dg20uo/
the_science_of_deficiences_and_their_relevance_to/

https://www.reddit.com/r/CalmMatrixOpenPool/comments/dg20uo/the_science_of_deficiences_and_their_relevance_to/
https://www.reddit.com/r/CalmMatrixOpenPool/comments/dg20uo/the_science_of_deficiences_and_their_relevance_to/




SGGRC = Spinrite can be used to wash and fix the brain

https://www.grc.com/resume.htm

https://www.grc.com/resume.htm


“I don’t think that we’ve hit the bottom, baby you should check yourself, maybe you’re the fucking 
problem.” – Tub Ring

I am the bottom. SCP-0. We all are SCP-0.

Why is “ver” underlined?

https://www.sheldrake.org/research/morphic-resonance

https://www.sheldrake.org/research/morphic-resonance


https://www.theverge.com/2018/6/7/17437454/mit-ai-psychopathic-reddit-data-algorithmic-bias

http://www.darklyrics.com/lyrics/ayreon/thesource.html

On Devil’s Night, October 30th, 2020 – 8 days before the U.S. Presidential Election – Russia and the U.S. 
will coordinate a global power shutdown, lasting approximately 4 hours. 

They have tried this once before, with the “War of the Worlds” radio broadcast. It did not work.

This time, 100 representatives will be going into space, to meet our future selves.

http://www.darklyrics.com/lyrics/ayreon/thesource.html
https://www.theverge.com/2018/6/7/17437454/mit-ai-psychopathic-reddit-data-algorithmic-bias


S14E03 of It’s Always Sunny

This episode is about me. Dee gets a day to make everyone do what she wants. Charlie and Dennis kiss 
for WAY too long. Dennis has red hair. Frank is sick from his makeup – which resembles Asshat. But he 
learns that it was the “clams”.

“The Hands are the Hardest”

While watching, I remembered that I would ask my sister and mother to write calligraphy for my calling 
cards. They are my hands. And I’ve just learned what must be done.

All of Hollywood are scientologists. They are starting to notice me. 

But they ignore me, just like Dennis in the video. When his makeup was removed, he looked and 
sounded horrible. 

Dennis: “Dee! You stupid bird! You’re only giving us exactly what we wanted!”

Dee, the woman, taught me to push the deadline ahead, if people make fun.

Neil deGrasse Tyson: Finding Extraterrestrial Life Might Unify Earth's Residents

 (he’s wearing jeans, ffs)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyiWFVGeKFs

But it’s all just empty echos. Nobody ever contacts me directly in real-life. 

N: “[chirality] are molecules where they are different in a mirror, than as you hold them in your hand. 
They’re opposite. Mirror reflections of each other.” # Verified.

This is my theory. Balance. 

Combine with DarkLyrics?

A “happy little accident” when I learned that this is how targeting will work:

`*`Prove you can be force fed war and spit peace.`*adjective*`

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyiWFVGeKFs


From “Making Sense” brahma

Uncertainty leads to detachment

“Security Theater and the World as a Stage”

Did Devin Townsend write Genesis for me? In the video, he’s wearing headphones…





Prometheus and IPFS. Markdown docs cycling quickly will look exactly like Prometheus metrics.

The realization that my boss had not retaliated after I screened his call was a revelation: they were 
listening to me.

More important that the language itself, is the grading system.

A

B

C

D

F

Each becomes a “pillar” in your SCAN rankings.



Do you remember when you fell in love with yourself? Brigitte. The plight of women. When I did this. I 
fell in love with my idea first… her after. Her because of.

The Confidants all think we’re alone.

Planting the killswitch

Narc/empath/nothing/something

- Todd G. teaching me how to emphasize my career on my profile, and empathy/kindness as well
- No need to address weaknesses; appear confident (in order to “maximize” the chances of 

finding a mate; fortunately, I’ve already found one. I need to maximize my chances with her)
- Short, and frequent messages.
- People look for others who are more attractive, or make more income
- I’m part of some match-making game show. My purpose is to find “the one” – instead of 

sending messages to “the many”













T’s woke story is pretty crazy



In my brain: “In that child’s mind, a million lifetimes are passing as he grows. Time is distorted.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZv3lW-vUn8

<youtube blip>

… were those two things related?

Suffer the weight, suffocate under the cause
(Under the cause)
It starves you of everything
Surrender your will to the man in the clouds
He's not who you think he is
Follow your heart if you dare
Follow it down out of the light where there's no-one else
And you can lose yourself

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZv3lW-vUn8


https://www.reddit.com/r/startups/comments/dkcqi9/
three_makeitorbreakit_tips_for_bootstrapping_a/

When considering a question, one must think about and predict possible “connections”. These must 
make sense. Because this is a prediction, there are many other possible connections that will be skipped 
during calculation. Once we’ve learned the wrong connection, we generally will not fix it organically.

https://www.reddit.com/r/startups/comments/dkcqi9/three_makeitorbreakit_tips_for_bootstrapping_a/
https://www.reddit.com/r/startups/comments/dkcqi9/three_makeitorbreakit_tips_for_bootstrapping_a/




Is this Mike?



a

How I behaved. “The Machine kills its first human.” Did I kill someone? Loose lips…

Write about language. Engaging the office with language

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022000013001190

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022000013001190


Container Theory: (Dad’s Theory)

- Dart Container
- Bob Lazar (Alien Containers)
- Docker Containers
- SCP

Pen & Ink Theory: (Eric’s Theory)

- Penn & Teller
- Jay & Silent Bob (ASMR video)

Tetradian Theory:

- Hollowpoint Organization
- Everyone is SCP-0
- Tetradian

Message Theory:

- “If you don’t want the same kind of message”

TIIN:

- Trust
- Intelligence
- Integrity
- Not-known

New Haven.

4th Ring

Barron's Cup

830

Night of the 3rd moon. 

-M



The entire world has already hacked this company. This is why it’s so diverse.

We have to let them step down with dignity.

(think)
An online novel about the Source, the Force, the real life and everything in between...

SF

https://batsov.com/




- I was in the front seat when the car was crashing
- Impractical Jokers (your car sucks; I need a Tesla)
- Impractical Jokers (110 baud modem; the Ansible is basically twice as fast as a 64k modem.)
- Chandler driving home
- Chandler telling me to drink my “beer”
- Chandler telling me to do the deployment to prod – over the phone that I do not trust is him
- Microsoft disabling my microphone on my computer – so I can’t call him and record the 

conversation
- Me placing trust in the Company’s processes – even if I hate them (I do not think the CC process 

is being manipulated”
- Me understanding that I cannot just blindly execute stuff in production – without verifying there

is a CC
- Chandler telling me NOT to address Dave directly on this group email



- Me needing to send a followup several times tonight
- The whole team watching
- Me performing careful verification
- Them realizing that I am more careful when I “slow down”
- All of a sudden – logs are being sent by email
- The weird amicable phone calls from Chandler.
- I got my business cards today.
- All devices went offline today. 
- Thank you, Chandler. You gave me everything I needed to cover my ass.
- I almost joined the Organization (Tetrad) again.
- Thanks again. I slowed down.
- Do NOT respond on my website to Dave
- Thanks, I won’t. 
- That’s three verifications. That’s enough. And there was even a fourth but I’ve already forgotten 

it.
- Thanks Chandler.
- Five. (5 wins every time)
- Publish on the “Flip day” (from Cessation Time)
- Six.
- ERROR: Me Found 
- Seven.
- Russians are memers. (from attack plane)
- Eight.
-



Do I need to go on an “Impractical Jokers” moment? Go be a conspiracy theorist with Dad on Shark 
Tank?

I am making better predictions than their computer.

“Proper Funds” is about giving to the Satanic Church.

“Fodder fucks with their funding”

“Fodder Impresses his Creators” https://genius.com/Tub-ring-impress-your-creators-lyrics

This is scientology. The TV show represents the woman’s decline. Now that verification is over, we can 
work on saving the world.

The Official Podcast

https://genius.com/Tub-ring-impress-your-creators-lyrics


Thank you for supporting the one and only Official Boys!

The four of us hope you enjoy the Bonus Episodes, and all the other rewards :)

If you have any questions, here's an FAQ. You can also always simply send us a message. Just
please make sure that your mail provider isn't blocking Patreon, and check your spam folder as 
well.

Have a fucking hoot,
The Official Boys
Official Inc. Super Reptar PR Division
Panama TX, USA.

https://www.naidoc.org.au/get-involved/2019-theme

https://www.naidoc.org.au/get-involved/2019-theme
https://www.patreon.com/posts/15870657


Hannity prediction





https://www.esmailcorp.com/

(they called me back)

https://www.esmailcorp.com/
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